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Proves to Cost Them More Than Boarding He Was Convicted of Stealing
$7,000 From Express Company
Be Much More Serious Than
and Rooming In Fine House
In West Virginia and Is Acand Was Constant Source
First Reported-H- e Cannot
cused of Burning
of Worry and Hardship
Survive Any Length
Depot Also.
to Them.
of Time.

Illness of
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SEVEN CORONER'S JURY HOLDS

EMPLOYES FOR

IN CAPITOL

II. Rogers
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Xetv York, Sept. IS. The taking
"There were three of us and last
of testimony here in the government summer we kept bachelors' hall In a
Co.
Gil
to
suit
dissolve the Standard
tent house. We don't do it now
today we know better 'but we tried the ex
of Xew Jersey was resumed
Ferris. perlment and failed to make good,"
before Special Kxaminer
Prank R. Kellogg, the government said one of a trio who recently start
counsel, has already shown that the ed to board again after a three
Standard Oil company received re- months' experiment
in "batching
ports regularly from nineteen sub"In the time we kept house we
was
sidiary companies nnd that there
had more trouble to the sciuare Inch
an exchange of stock certificates to than there is cariet on the lloor; we
the number of 872.000 between the lived worse and had less leisure time
It is than ever 'before and it cost us almost
main company and others.
likely that u strenuous tight will be twice us much as it does to board
waged upon the production of the and live in a comfortable house,'
bocks which Kellogg believes con- continued the speaker. "What starttain the minutes of the meeting! of ed us to try 'batching1, were the glow
the liquidation trustees, who Issued ing tales about camp life which one
shares of Standard oil stock In ex- uf our numlber told; this misguide
change for the certificates of other coutn oraggeu or nis ability to cook
companies.
and boasted of the Joys of solitary
Its Immense I jirnlngs.
confinement in the heart of nature
According to evidence Introduced and all that. We thought he was
we
thought ha
Oil company telling the truth;
today, the Standard
could at least boll water without
earned in the past eight years,
ami paid out In dividends, burning it, or fry an egg, but future
This evidence was developments showed that he was a
$308,359,493.
backed up by the records of the fraud, constructively speaking.
company.
Life in Tent House.
The Pratt Concern.
"We could not go to the mountains
Clarence G. Fay, assistant comp- to camp because the trolley has not
troller of the Standard, was recalled been extended that far yet and we
today and questioned about the in- all have steady Jobs in town, so we
come of the C. M. Pratt Investment rented a commodious
tent
$490,-315.98- 4.

STEAL
Engineer and Conductor Must
Answer Manslaughter
Charge.

Prominent Officials and Contractors Under Arrest
in Pennsylvania.

ROAD IS BLAMED FOR
RESULT OF REPORT
HIRING SUCH EMPLOYES
MADE TO GOVERNOR
Toronto. Canada, Sept. 18. The
coroner's jury investigating the recent wreck on the Canadian Pacilic
railroad at Caledonia in which seven
persons were killed, reported today
directing
the arrest of Kngineer
Hedge and Conductor Grimes. The
Canadian Pacilic company was blamed for putting Inexperienced men in
charge of its passenger trains.
The two employes whom it was
recommended be held, will be arrested for manslaughter, that ibeing the
degree of crime on which they could
be tried, since it was their negligence,
according to the coroner's Jury, that
caused the accident and loss of life.
Were Not KxjMTleiK-cd- .
According to the evidence, the two
employes who were ordered held for
the accident, were not sulllclently experienced to have charge of passenger
trains, hence the criticism of the railroad otliclals.
There was evidence, however, to
show that the engineer and conductor had failed to obey orders properly, probably through
a misunderstanding. They ran by a station where
they should have stopped, and the
wreck occurred as a result.
Sentiment developed In the hearing
of evidence
at this inquest which
made it apparent that the people of
Canada want an investigation into
the cause of every wreck ami desire
that the guilty be punished.

Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 18. It was
state! this morning that warrants
would be Issued today for the arrest
of John H. Sanderson. George F.
Payne, Charles P. Wetter and Burd
Cassell, contractors, Joseph M. Huston, architect, former Auditor General Snyder and State Treasurer
on charges of conspiracy to defraud the state In the construct Ion
and equipment of the capitol building. Kach defendant will be required to furnish a bond of $60,000.
Mathues is ill ut the others are said
to be prepared to accept the summons.
Warrants were Issued also for seven others connected with the capitol
scandal. This Includes all persons
'mentioned in the investigation comte
mission's report except
GenTreasurer Harris,
eral Hardetibnrough and two others.
The Pennsylvania capitol steal has
been under Investigation for some
time and It has teen apparent
from
the beginning that large
by
frauds
had been perpetrated
someone. The authorities refuse to
make public the exact evidence they
have against the accused men, but It
is known that there is sufficient testimony in sight to secure a conviction
in practically every case.
Result of Investigation.
rt
The arrests are based upon a
made to Governor Stuart toy the
commission created by the legislature to investigate the capitol scandThey will be followed by civil
al.
suits for the recovery of a portion
of $9,0(111,000 collected by the contractors for furnishing ami equiping
the capitol.
Huston's commission as architect
f
which
amounted to $r,2r,,000,
was
withheld by State
$104,000
ground
on
Perry
of
the
Treasurer
fraud and collusion in transactions
with tile board of commissioners.
Ma-thu- es

dead Millionaire

left great fortune
IS. George C.
New Yolk, Sept.
Taylor, son uf General Moses Taylor,
one
of
the
as considered
who
wealthiest merchants of his time, Is
dead at his home at Great Itiver, L..
He lived in
I., ut the age of 72.
strict retirement In one of the finest
places on tin- island for nearly twenPy ills father's will Tayty years.
lor "received an income from $20,000,-oof- l.
and it is said, that though he
never engaged in active business, he
ha I accumulated by saing, a fortune equal, it' not superior, to thai
left him by his father.

Boston.

H. 1. Rogers, Jr., testified that his
father had signed but three checks,
and a power of attorney to open a
vault, since July 22. His condition,
Rogers, Jr., said, has shown a slight
improvement in the past few weeks.
"I'm About Rone."
Hroughton testified that recently
Rogers ha. I told him to take up the
business where he h id left It. as he.
Rogers, was
"about done." After
hearing this testimony. Judge Hammond denied the" motion to bring H.
H. Rogers Into court for the purpose
NEW CHICAGO CHARTER of showing that he was capable of
testifying.
unsel for C. M. Raymond
of
Some! vllle, who is suing Rogers for
c
royal-ti'.n. ni'O for certain petroleum
WAS DEFEATED
s. sought to prove that Roger
was
uh!e to appear in court in spite of
the objections of his counsel.
Stricken by Heat.
ATP011S
Just how long Mr. Rogers Is likely
to live, his pnysiclans will not say.
Rut all of the testimony gives proof
positive t the statements that he Is
of the enBackers of Measure Are Plan- suffering from paralysis
tire left side of his body; that he
speaks
and thinks with the greatest
ning Other Methods to
nifliculty because of that paralysis,
ami that he will never take un the
Secure Reforms.
"real presidency" uf the great oil
trust attain.
It was on July 2j last that the
was rushed
Chicago, s, pt. is. Although the magnate,
his summer home. Falrvlew.
at
lie.v 1'iiy charter was defeated
at lo
desperate
I'.Pi
haM
ii.
in
elToi t to
y
a
flection by over 62.000
majority the supporter's of the meas- save his life.
Ilea I Goes Wrong.
ure inline. i
began to form plans
At that time, when his lriends first
to bring about as soon as possible
alarmed,
became
it was announced
in the local administration,
lie bad collapsed at his desk and
which they contend aiv
necessary. that
was
in a most serious illness. The reMany 'Alio opposed the charter preports wre circumstantially
denied,
sented yesterday, shotted a disposibut since that day Mr. Rogers lias
tion to lend a han.i in training a betnever been back to his office at No.
ter one.
2 6 liroidway.
and has been steadily
one of the hardWaller I.
wov.-gi'o'.vim;
The strain of the
est workers in the convention which
recent
Oil troubles,
Standard
added
tile
framed
dialler, said the light to the l.attson
attacks ami the litigamust no on.
pen.
ling
was
tion
which
against
then
"Tile charter was elefeitcl." he
said, "by the Usual combination of tile company had worried him until,
something
Pratt
and stupidity with which as in. wrong
with bis hi ad."
every constructive reform
has to
contend."
SUSSING MAN'S ISODY
IS I'OLND IN DITCH.
no rf.-or- g
wiz
th
Golden, Colo., Sept. is. The badiy
i. an k1a1mov hoard. decomposed remains
of George Deidl,
Santa Pe. X. M.. Sept. IS. (Styec-lal- .) who mysteriously disappeared from
toGovernor furry announced
this place six weeks ago, were found
day that he would not appoint the last night in the Arapahoe ditch, on
new members
of tile law revision tne Heier ranch, live miles northcommission until his return from St. east of Golden. The body must have
loii:s in let ber. The names of new iloated over eight miles in the windmembers given by Tne Citizen yester- ing rouie laken by the ditch after it
day are correct.
leaves Golden.
1

i
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JAP STEAMER BURNS;

s.iii-liiie-

LIVES ARE LOSE

Shanghai, China. Sept. is. A Japanese steamer, said to be the Tafee
Mai a. has b en burned to the w ater's
edge thr
nis off Chlng Klang on
the right bank of the Yang Tse
It
Kiang. 4" miles from Nanking.
is reported that one hundred lives
were lot.

son-in-la-

heat-stricke- n,

-

100

two-roo-

company. He said that the income
from this source In 1902 was $137.-4u- 0
and the money paid was paid
over to the Standard Oil company by
C. M. Pratt, who yesterday testified
that he held stock in the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company of Texas for tha
Standard Oil company and the Standard Oil company held the stock of
the C. M. Pratt Investment company
Oil comin lieu of the Waters-l'ierc- e
pany stock.
Co.
The Wuters-J'icrc- o
Fay testified also that between
1899 and llto6 the stock of the Waters-l'ierce
Oil company appeared upon the books of the Standard OH
company of Xew Jersey as an asset.
In 1899 the latter company's balance
sheet showed the ownership of 2,747
stock, valued
shares of Waters-Pierc- e
at $3,067,892.
.May
lingers
Die.
That Henry H. lingers, vice president of the Standard oil company, is
In a very weak physical
condition,
that his face is distorted and his
speech affected, that his left side is
not in Its normal state and that he
is unable to transact any business or
even discuss ordinary a flairs, was the
substance of testimony given by Roger's
Urban K. Hroughton,
In the supreme court yesterday
in

'

d.

"be-miM- n'

m

house in the Highlands. The place
was furnished for lirtu housekeeping,
or was supposed to tw. We found
before we had been there a week
that it was necessary to augment the
household equipment by a number of
simple, but essential tools for main- taling an establishment up to the
rigid requirements of our sense of
common decency. For instance, we
had to buy a broom, a frying pan
the one already there was "rusty and
tun or nan holes," a piece of oil cloth
a sanitary dish pan, a larger coffee
pot, three extra blankets and a few
more useful articles. Yet, though we
naa a strenuous time In gettlmr set
tied, we really enjoyed that first week
the most. We thought then that as
soon as things got to running
smoothly we could settle down to the
enjoyment of a free and easy life,
out things never got to running
smootniy somehow; there were al
ways a dozen unforseen thlnirs com
ing up which served to keep us per
petually in metaphorical hot water.
Work Mas Arduous.
"Though at the outset we naln
stakingly apportioned the work of
tne Household, yet the work was nev
er accomplished without a struggle.
Tom was supposed
to
out
every morning because hestveen
did not
Know the least thing about cooking;
he would take a notion to nerform
this duty occasionally after ibeing
duly reminded of It several times a
day, but whenever he did feel in the
mood of sweeping, the other two of
us naa to vacate or suffocate.
We
made It n rule to wash the dishes
eucn
iiiiineiMuieiy
meal; we
atier
vowed we would hang the blankets
out on the line to air every dav: we
planned to have meals at regular
incurs; we set certain hours for going to bed and getting up in the
morning, but our regulations were
nor enforced.
in paper our system
looked good, but in operation It was
a failure. The trouble was there was
no one in authority; there was no
head of the house to engineer the af- e were all bosses Tom, Hick
lairs.
aim iiarry tnrce hoses
and each
was exceedingly sensitive about tak- uruers
ciik
irom anotner. One of the
I'lineipai reasons we started house
Keeping wus that w e would not have
to take orders and so we left undone
unrigs winch we ought to have done
Com of Philip.
now none
ot
us are earning
princely salaries at present ami it
was the vague id. a that we could
live cheaper baleiung' than boarding
i "a i aiucu ami
..net ted us in plunging Into
the housekeeping experiment. Xot one of as previously spent
more than eight dollars a week for
board and room, but batching' cost
us nearer twelte dollars
a week
apiece. 'i fi is Is hew it hainienod:
"We paid $1" a month rent for
the tent house; JJ.Iio a month for
water and
a month for fuel. Two
loads of wood
lasted us about a
month as in the good old summer
lime tve did not e any for heating
purposes.
This
makes $14.20 a
month. The following Is a sample of
one weeks exp-- n
s for meat and
groceries:
Reef, $2.43 we
usually
bought a steak for our evening meal
and this cost about 23 cents a throw
ham or bacon for breakfasts, so
ce nts, three .I'.z. 'i eigs. $1.03; sugar,
:.o cents; c.,fee. ei" cents; three packages of predige-cebreakfast food,
43 cents; two poinds of butter, 7'
cc nis;
'i
onions,
cents; milk, 70
cents; 130 pounds of Ice, 75 cents;
oil for two lamp-- . 13 cents; household
$12"; canned goods.
7 3 cent.-- ;
cheese, .'In cents; vegetables,
l..'.n;
melons. fru:t.
bread. $1.03;
soap and other Incidentals, 60 cents,
making almost $14 for one week.
Resides this t.ac!i of us ate lunch al
u.--

d

g.

(Continued on Page I our.)

Santa FP, N. M., Sept. IS. (Sim
I'lnl) A detective story of pursuit
nd rapture that would do credit to
Sherlock Holmes was culminated
here today when Governor Curry
honored tne requisition of the gov
ernor of West Virginia, for the re
turn to Kanitwak coumy, that state,
ol J. J. Melton, alias C. F. Adams, an
escaped convict, who
robbed the
Chesepeake and OhUi railroad and
company of
the Adams Kxprets
$7, "00.
1'n til a few days ago Adams had
been employed by the Kl Paso and
Southwestern
railroad
ut Ancho,
Lincoln county, as station agent and
operator. He was arrested at Ancho
by II. it. Payne, who has followed
him over live states, the republic of
Mexico and this territory.
The detective assisted by territorial
and county officers, arrested Adams
and brought him to this city. It li
said that Adams has been in Utah
Ohio, MlsKourl. Kansas. Colorado, re.
public of Mexico and other places
ne lias not yet reaveled.
The de
tective states that Adams was under
prison sentence for Brand larcenv in
West Virginia, but that he sawed the
bar or his Jail window and escaped
before he had been committed to the
penitentiary.
That was over a year
ago and the search for him has
evervceased.
He will be taken back to West Vlr
glnla and. needless to say. he will be
closely guarded en route as lie ' is
considered a man who will
take
any chances.
Shot Him tclf.
Adams wus the agent for the
Adams Express company, and also
for the railroad in West Virginia
anout a year and six months ago.
One night he robbed the company of
c.ooo, w hich was in his care. Then
to divert suspicion, he shot himself
tnrough the leg with a
after setting Are to the station which
was destroyed. Ho called for assist
anve and gave a garbled account of
how robbers had wounded him and
(led with the cash. The railroad de
tectlves however, found loop holes In
the story and began an investigation
which resulted In Adams' arrest. He
was Indicted by the grand jury on
three charges namely grand larceny,
arson and a third serious charge. He
pleaded guilty, so the officer says, to
the charge of grand larceny and was
sentenced to nine years in prison. He
gained his liberty before being sent
to the penitentiary.
A Hover Nine
Ills lONciine.
Adams has led a roving life since
his escape. He is an expert telegra
pher and easily made a living by
winking at nis profession.
In New Mexico he sought employ
ment at out of the way stations
where he would meet but few people.
At Ancho, where he was finally ar
rested, he was known as a quiet man
who paid close attention to business
had lit tie tc tay to any one aifd did
not court company.
He says he Is gln.l the long chase
Is over and that he no longer has
to hide from every stranger.
--

CHINKSK ARK
RI POR I i:i DROWNKD
Seattle, Wash., Sept.
An un
confirmed report reached Seattle this
morning that three hundred Chinese
have been drowned in Rrlstol Ray
Alaska, but up to noon no conrlrma
tion bad been received. The report
is thought to have some connection
with a rumor that an unknown ship
was lost in Hrlstol Ray.
3IM)

l.

pi:a i: prorviu.i:

IN MOROCCO

NOW

Paris, Sept. IS. Advices received
from t'asa Rlanca say that the Morocco tribal delegates have practically
accepted all the peace conditions fixed by General Urude, and departed to
seek delegates from all the
oth
warring tribes. It is expected that
.Meeors
will return from their mis
the
siou Thursday and effect a general
submission of the hostile tribesmen.

kii.i.i:i

swi:irrnivHT
AND

lll.lt MOTIIi:il
Sept.
Altoona, Pa.,
Is. John
Cue a ii, a railroad man, 28 years old
and recently from Kngiand. killed
his sweetheart, Jennie Xevlin, aged
Is. dangerously wounded her mother,
Harriet Xeviin, and lied. A posse
pursue d, and, when they came close,
in' tired lite shots at his would-b- e
captors without effect. He then lurn-e- .l
his refolter. containing .but oua
shol. upon himself and sent a bullet Into bis heart.
W

ARK VMS

issl

;

IN

l it M l) CASi:s.
I'...se, lhado. Sept. Is. Warrants
were issued today for the arrest of
Summer G. Moon and James L. Barber, of Kau Claire, Wis., olllcers of
Lumber company,
and
the llarbe-Horace I.. Rand, of llurllngton,
Colin., indicted for conspiracy to defraud the government with Senator
They will bo
llorah and others.
LAND

SURGEONS ORDERED TO OIL

COMPANY

EARNED

TEN TIMES

ITS

CAPITAL
Four Additional Men Are Now Possibility Now That Judge
Enroute lo San
Landis May Collect
Francisco.
Big Fine.
SITUATION' IS OF
EXTREME URGENCY

RECORDS WERE SHOWN
IN HEARING TODAY

San Francisco, Sept. IS. Four surgeons of the marine hospital service
have ben ordered to the assistance of
Dr. Rupert Ulue, who has been placed
by the federal authorities, at the request of the mayor, in charge of the
bubonic plague situation 1n Sajj Francisco. They are: l)rs. Creel and
l.
who landed at Seattle Inst
from the Philippines, and Dr.

New York, Sept. 18. The profit
of the Standard Oil company of Indiana In 1906 were $10,616,082. and
In 1903, $8,753,410.
This is the corporation, capitalized at $1,000,000,
which was lined $29,240,000 by Judge
Lundls In Chicago recently. These
figures were brought out in the hearing in
action by the federal govRucker, detached from duty ut the ernmenttheagainst
Standard Oil comJamestown exposition, and Dr. Rob- pany of Xew Jersey
today. The
erts, ordered here from Washington. statement as presentedhr.re shows
that
Dr. Blue said today:
the profits of the Standard Oil company of Indiana were greater than
Situation Is Itn.-- ;
"I consider the situation In Pan the profits of any other company
Francisco well worthy of drastic whose figures were given, except the
measures. 1 have now assumed full Standard Oil company of New Jercontrol and established twelve dis- sey.
trict headquarters in the city. The
Muy Collet l ine.
physician in charge of each district
On such a showing as this. It Is enwill report to me dally, and hereafthat the big fine Imter eradication measures will take the tirely possible
by Judge Dandls may be colform of recommendations by me to posed
lected,
as
the board of health which that or- readily his such a showing proves
contention that the comganization will order carried
out. pany he lined
Is in reality the great
More surgeons of the marine hos- oil
trust the Standard Oil company
pital service will bt ordered to my of Xetv
Jersey.
assistance as I need them."
Attempts have been made In the
past few days to hide the body of
one victim, and 'probably more, of $25,000 FIRE IN
the bubonic plague. In the hope that
the excitement attending the contagion might be lessened. A strict patrol
JUAREZ, MEXICO
Is to be used In all parts of the city
Ruble to be affected, which include
only the wharves, low sections and
Kl Paso,
Chlnatow n.
Tex.,
Sept. 18. Fire
which started in the carriage repository of Joso Vlscaino on Juarez avenue in Juarez yesterday completely
STATE CONSTITUTION IS destroyed the building with
all its
contents and for a time threatened a
number of the adjoining buildings.
The loss is estimated by the proprietor at $25,000 with Insurance to
ADOPTED IN
the amount of $20,000, both figures
being In Mexican money.
The building contained about 100
vehicles besides a carriage repair
shop. About half of the teurned vehicles were wagons and the balance
were assorted
carriages,
part of
them being runabouts and others being
of
a
more
type.
costly
Prohibition Clause Now in The cause of
the tire Is unknown,
but the belief holds In Juarez that
Doubt-Democr- ats
Claim
it was of incendiary origin.
Vo-ge-

Sat-urd-

Complete Victory.
Oklahoma City. Okla., Sept. IS.
returns so far received
indicate that the constitution was
adopted by a large majority but the
result of the vote on state wide prohibition may not be known for some
time yet.
For congress the following appear
to .be elected:
First district, Bird
S. MeGuire, republican; second, Thos.
Ferguson,
B.
republican;
third,
Frank Hubbard, republican; fourth.
C. D. Carter, democrat; llfth, Scott
Farris, democrat.
Rota sides claim the election of
governor with Charles X. Haskell,
democrat, apparently leading by a
safe majority over Guvernor Frank
Franlz, republican.
The election of a democratic legislature, which now seems probable,
means the election of T. P. Gore, the
blind orator, and H. L. Owen, nominated at the primaries in June, to
be foiled Stales senators.
The election

SO.OOO

RARItlX OH,

Oakland,

TANK

l'.l'U)lli:s

Calif., Sept. 18. A
oil tank of tha Oakland

Gas, Dlght and Heat company at the
foot of Jefferson street,
near tne
Southern Pacilic tracks,
were
lire today. The fire started from a live electric wire, which

''

caused the explosion.

THREE

ELIMINATED
LAND CASE

FROM
IS REPORT

It Is reported that the assist- - 4
nnt attorney general, Ormsley
Mcilarg, who has been lnveatl- - 4
the alleged land frauds In
t gating
this territory, lias decided to 4"
eliminate the former attorney
general. G. W. Pi le hard, ami the
4 former land commissioner, A. A.
Keen, as defendants In the pres- - ft
Suicide For Iete of Jap.
ent action before Judge lrj, A.
I. rejoin to lioise.
Abbott. The petition in the case
Xew York, Sept. 18.- For love of
has not yet been amended but 4
a Japanese woman of rank, Isaac
Suicide.
it is understood that it w ill be In
tocyanide
potassium
of
Soull.
drank
Iowa, Sept. 18.
Westminister,
of Altoona, day us he stood before a picture of 4 a short time.
James Monroe,
the girl, whom lie could not marry.
killed himself today.
r

i
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PERSONAL

PENSIONS

S PROVING

EM
A

SUCCESS
Santa Fe Scheme Is Attractive to Men In Its
Service.

care-lesnne- ss

York to be consulting englner to the
Harriman lines. He has boon made
of Harriman's system
board to carry out the plans. Other
members of the board are: A. 11.
Habcock. electrical engineer: William
Hood, chief engineer; K. E. Calvin,
general manager I'nion Pacific; J. I.
Isaacs, consulting engineer, and Juldirector of mainius Kriittschnltt.
tenance and npemtlon.
Sprague will investigate the water supply In the mountains along the
line of the Southern Pacific for a
distance of 150 miles, and if he
makes favorable reports all of the
trains will oe operated over the
mountain division by electric motors,
furnishing the
strenms
mountain
power. Harriman contemplates Improving the mountain section of the
Southern Pacific by building an entirely new line for a distance of
thlrtvtwo miles betwen Hocklln and
Colfax, in California.
W. It. Flynn, formerly employed
In the Santa Fe offices In San
Cal., in various capacities,
and relief agent during the summer
for that division, has taken a bride.
The full particulars have not been
received but he has congratulations
coming from his many friends here.
Iurlng the summer he has been at
to
the station
Summit attending
duties there, hut now Is located at
Azu.'a as relief for the agent there

$3,000.00

IN PURSES AND PREMIUMS

JIAKK1M AV ILANS UXF.S
ACItOMS Till: CONTINENT.
Chicago, 111.. Sept. 18. As a result of his trip throughout the west
and owing to his unbounded faith
In the continued prosperity of the
country, K. H. Harriman has ap-

proved plans for spending between
S75.OUQ.GnO and $100,000,000 to com
plete what he believes will be the
best double track transcontinental
railway system in the country. His
plan contemplates the construction
of a
double track railway
from Chicago to the Pacific coaxt
and San Francisco,
Portland
and
Seattle, and its operation over the
mountainous
regions by electricity
generated by water power from the
Rockies and the Sierra.
The completion of this enterprise practically
will have the effect of adding three
single track roads, so far as capacity
to handle tonnage la concerned, to
the transcontinental system.
Among
the preliminary steps
which have ben taken Is the employment of Frank J. Sprague of New
low-gra-

Fare,
Las

The wedding of Miss OUIe, daughter of Mr. ajid Mrs. Aarlou Littrell
of Itaton, to Charles Stevenson of,
lts Vegas, is announced, and will
be solemnized on the 24th of next
month, says the Springer Stockman.
The bride to be Is one of Colfax
county's very popular young ladles,
and Mr. Stevenson, or Charlie, as
we all know and call him, a wy
known and popular Santa Fe passenger conductor who has traveled
d
highway be- over
the
tween Las Vegas and La Junta for
some years.
steel-raile-

.

Fourteen cars, loaded with scrap
Iron from a recent wreckt are in
the local yards. Four oil tanks are
a part of the wreckage, they having
been so badly damaged that it was
neeefsary to load them on coal cars.
The wreckage will be sorted out
here and nil that can be used will
be repaired, while the rest will go
to the scrap pile.
Wid Hockett, a fireman of the San
y
ta Fe, has taken a
leave of
absence and will visit in Denver and
St. Louis, after which he will take
exposition.
In the Jamestown
Mr.
Hockett runs between Albuquerque
Pa-sand El
and is well known In
this city.
lEnglneer Carl Peverly has been
granted a
leave of absence
and left this morning for Chicago,
where he will Join Mrs. Peverly, who
has been visiting in Illinois for some
time. They will return to Albuquerque before the middle of next month.
Ed Lynn, a Santa Fe fireman,
received word that his wife was
very sick at Guthrie, Okla., left Ves- terday for that place. Mrs. Lynn has
been with relatives at that place for
some time and ha-not been In
good health since going there.
A native was picked up at Howe
by No. 8 this morning in an injured
condition and taken to Las Vegas
for treatment at the company hos
pital. It Is not known how he was
Injured.
Fred Perkins, tinehop foreman for
the Santa Fe, has about perfected
a new method
of brazing copper
piping and he will shortly go to Topeka to demonstrate Its practibillty.
A
of cabooses were
number
thrown from the traeks In the south
by
a defective
yards yesterday
switch. Some time was required to
replace them.
J. H. Hlggins and John Davenport
were crossing the track in a wagon
at Springer last evening when No. 9
struck them. Poth escaped without
injury.
Mrs. C. Pennington, wife of Day
Pennington,
Baggageman
returned
last evening from a pleasant visit to
relatives in Kansas.
Conductor and Mrs. J. E. Watson,
of San Marclal, passed through the
city yesterday en route to the east
for a visit.
A. J. Wertz, air man nt the Las
Vegas shops, returned to work yesterday, after being east on a several
weeks' vacation.
A new cottage for the Santa Fe's
section men, adjoining
the shop
property on the north, Is nearing
completion.
George Lange, of La Junta, com
as bonus
menced work yesterday
car shops.
clerk for the La a m Vegas
m
The usual large forces of men are
at work in the yards, repairing and
relaying tracks.
(Some heavy
are being
repairs
made at the local coal chutes.
o

30-d-

H. Vincent and mother arrived
Las Vegas yesterday from Bloom-ingto111. Mr. Vincent has accepted
a position in the Santa Fe roadmas- ter s office.
Dr. Edward Rtnab, who has been
on a visit to relatives in Santa Fe
Albuquerque,
and
returned
thlJ
morning to his home in New York
B.

In

n.

City.
daughter
Miss Alberta Kerr,
of
Mr. and Mrs. W, H. Kerr, will leave

Thursday
morning
for Qulndero,
Kansas, to resume her studies at the
university.
Western
Sargent, merchant
Edward
at
Chama, Klo Arriba county, and a
brother of Territorial Auditor W. G.
Sargeant, Is in Santa Fe on business
ind a visit to his brother.
...... .
..tnm,
n..nb...nlla.
II I II UII J
IS 'L
Clin . I Hill. 111111,11
ami miner on the upper Pecos, was
In S;int;i Fe yesterday looking after
legal business in connection with his
mining claims In that section.
Mr. W. A. Cllassford. wife of Col.
W. A. Olassford, of the signal corps,
I'nited States army, has arrived in
the territory on a visit to her mother
Mrs. S. It. Davis, who resides In the

Santa

Albuquerque

Foundry and
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s
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Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning Hay Presses, Walter A.Wood
Mowers and Binders, Bain and Old Hickory wagons
ALL KINDS VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.

Write ns for
Catalogue anil Prlcos

J. D. Eakin, President

Chaa. Ifeilal, tecrmvtrr

ri;,r3n

Fret tdemr.

O. Gloml, Vie

ALBUQUEROUE
NEW MEXICO
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Consolidated Liquor Company
fneceiaori to

MELINI V EAKIN, and RACHECHI a QIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DCALCR
IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

to Hook to outfit too
kpmost0vrythlng
fastidious bar eomplota

Hava bean appo'ntad axclualva agenta In the Southwaei for jac ft.
Bchllti, Wm. .emp and St. Loula A. B. C Brawerlea; Yallowatoia,
Green River, V. H. McBrayer'a Ctdir Brook, Loule Hunter, T.J. Men-arcand other atandard kruida of whltklea tea numerOua te mentlan.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS,
&,J02rWm
But aell the atraight article aa received by aa from tae beat laeriea.
tae
In
Distilleries and Breweries
United fctat a. Call aid lnaaaat
Btock and Prlci, or writ lor Illustrated CataKfna aa Prie
- '.mius1!
only.
Uaued to dealera

ui.

j
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Buying

NEW MEXICO.
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with the object of adjudicating the
water rights in the valley, which are
in dispute.
Mrs. A. M. Zane and Miss Helen
Zane left this morning for their home
In Philadelphia,
Penn., after a two
months' visit in Santa Fe as the
guests of Mrs. H. C. Luckcnbach,
who is a sister of Mrs. Zane.
H. H. Wiles, railroad OReiit of Roe-ous- e
Junction, Colorado, was in Santa Fe yesterday, posting himself on
New Mexico conditions with a view
to locating In the Sunshine territory.
If he finds a suitable location
he will make a homestead entry.
A. Hadley, for many years a
resident of Colfax ana Mora counties, and who recently sold his extensive ranch property near Watrous
to a syndicate of capitalists, accompanied by his grandson, Unman Hal-le- t,
left yesterday for Los Angeles,
which will be their future home.
Victor S. Clark. Ph. D.. of Washington, I). C, spent yesterday in San
ta Fe on official business. He Is special agent of the department
of
commerce and labor and is gathering
on
lastatistics
unskilled labor and
borers In the southwest. He is nlso
connected with the Carnegie institute
department of economics and

Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices
Do you intend buying a. eWcle i enjoy trie summer months? If you
do don't pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
we have many good styles within the range of modest
Incomes.

Top Buggies, Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
us.

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and TIJeras Road.

.

THE J 907 GIRL

TTeusT'.

O. Bacfceekl,

Carriage

Livery
fi ri i iof i ic lirtLI Stables
Telephone
Silver Avenue.

Clarkville
Coal Yard
All kinds of coal ami wood.

821 North

First Street.

THE

Co.

Phone

SouUiuetern Brewery

No. 481

ft Ice Company.

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

JOHN S. BEAVEN,
AX

II

AC Tl

all si
A.MI'.KICAX liLOCK.
1 1

1

1
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MILLWOOD.
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are Albuquerque agents for the "Hoosler" Kitchen Cabinets, the
most convenient and
There Is nothing to
cabinet made.
equal it near the price we are quoting.
Made of aolld oak, and will not split
or warp in the heat of the kitchen. The "Hoosier" has a place for everything
needed in preparing a meal.
Enables you to do your kitchen work In half
the usual time, and with half the usual work.
In order that every woman In Albuquerque may know of the good qualities of the "Hoosler" we are making a special display at the store this week.
Come and Bee them.
N. M,
S20 and up. $5 down and 50c a week,
W. V. FUTRELLE, Albuduerque,

c L

311-31-

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber.

Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkoia Rooting

First and Marquette

Albaqoerqoe, New Mexfc

KIXDLIXG.
MOl'XTAIX WOOD.

BUILDERS'

If You Want A

Plumber

-

s

CAIB UNETS.

AVK
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Even if mercury and potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison the
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make the
'cure worse than the disease." Hut t'at.y caanot cure the vile disorder;
they can only cover up the symptoms for awhile or mask the disease in
the system, but as soon as the treatment is left off the hideous symptoms
return. Mercury and potash eat out the delicate lining of the stomach and
bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia by drying v.p the gastric juices, cause the
teeth to decay, and often completely break down the constitution, and where
they are used in larjje quantities, the bones become affected, while the
disease for which one has so long taken this destructive treatment hai
not been cured. Contagious Blood Poison is a disease it will not do to tjifle
with. It is a vile, dangerous and destructive disorder. When the Hood
becomes infected with its virus the mouth and throat ulcerate, hair and evebrows ccmie out, plands in the neck and groin swell,
spts
appear on the flesh, and in severe cases 6res brtrtk out on the body, the
fin,,rer nans drop oil and the sul'.erer is diseased troin he.ul t foot.
S. S.
Contagious Blood Poison the one re::n.dv
is the only known antidote
that is able to get to the root of the disease and force out very particle
the poison bo that there are never any sijns of its return It is purely
vegetable, made entirely from roots, herbs and barks of known curativ
as some mediants do, S. S. S
value. Instead of leaving bad
tones up every part of the system and puts every part of the body in perfect
ol lormor mineral treatmtr.
hea th. It will also remove any iin;crmj
while eradicating the pois n from the circulation, special booU uii the L ju.
treattmrt of this diic-b- e and any medical advice desired furnished free to r'
W!l'e
T-2 C77TTT SPECI7IC CO.. ATLAITTA. GX
after-effect-
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neighboring points. lie spent con
siderable time with his son. A. S.
layiur, Jr., wnne in tvansas ( ny.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Iteed left
Santa Fe last evening for Lallarpe,
III., having been called there by wire
on account of the Illness of Mr.
Heed's mother, on whom a serious
operation is to be performed.
Territorial Engineer V. L. Sullivan
will leave Santa Fe tomorrow
for
Meadow City.
Carlsbad where he will go for the
Col. A. 8. Taylor returned to Las purpose of establishing a
gauging
Vegas yesterday afternoon
after a station on the lilack river. Mr. Sullivisit of about two months with relavan has ben ordered to make a
survey of this stream
In
City
tives and friends
and
Kansas
IV

Machine Works

ft. P. HALL. Proprietor
Iron and Braaa Castings; Ora, Coal and Lumber Car; Shaftings. Pulleys, Grade Bar, Babbit Metal; Columns as J Iro
Front for Buildings.
Ropmlrm on Mining mnti Mill Machinery m Bpmolmlty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albuquerque. N. M.

A CERTAIN SAFE

copper-colore-

I07

18.

Jubilee

who is ill.

a

AND

Julian Urtiz. farmer and merchnnt
at Nanine, spent the day in Santa Fe.
Mrs. J. Van Hmiten left today for
her home at Katon after a visit in
Las Vegas.
has
Hob Kasper, of Las Vegas,
gone on a vacation trip to Colonic!)
points.
E. A. ChafTee. Las Truces attorney,
is in Santa Fe on busine-- s with Governor Curry.
T. Posey and wife of Muskogee,
I. T., are spending their honeymoon
In Las Vegas.
T. Parkinson, of Topeka, Kan., is
spending the day in Las Vegas on'
railroad business.
Base Ball
Albino H. Gallegos, a prominent
sheep raiser from Conchas, was In
Horse Races
I vis Vegas yesterday.
Mrs. J. L. Zimmerman returned to
Cocking Mains
Ias Vegas yesterday from a several
ilays' visit to Santa Fe.
Trap Shooting
Fireman Geo. Hath and L. Brown
left last night for Mexico,
where
Busting
Bronco
they will accept positions.
John O. Clapper, of Denver, is In
Singers
Las Vegas today in the Interests of
the Deering Harvester company.
Balloon Ascension
T. J. Ward, son of Mrs.
J. II.
Miners' Drilling Contest
Ward, arrived In Ijb Vegas yesterday afternoon from Los Angeles for
Sports and Exhibits
Indian
a visit.
Mrs. Amanda Ilrlttan, of Santa Fe,
Agricultural and Mineral Exhibits
left yesterday for Las Vegas, where
she will visit her daughter, Mrs.
ALBUQUERQUE DAY, SEPTEMBER 29
Komero.
I. H. Kapp, a contractor, arrived
in Las Vegas last evening from his
home at Trinidad, Colo., on ImporI -- 5 round trip from all points south of
tant business.
Dr. M. F. Desmarals and Lorenzo
Fe.
Vegas, via the
Delgado returned last evening to Lai?
Vegas from a two weeks trip to Chicago and St. Louis.
Conrado A. Baca, Sec.
Aniceta Abeyta, Pres.
Max Nordhaus and bride returned
to Las Vegas yesterday from Colofew
in
Springs
will
a
leave
rado
and
days for a trip to Europe.
Harry W. Kelly, of the firm of
Co., left Las Vegas
Gross, Kelly
FACTS
yesterday for Boston, where he will
spend some time on business.
John Koger and wife left Las Ve
can't be rubbed out. Here are some:
gas this afternoon for Los Angeles,
Paint is the only preservative known
where Mr. Roger has accepted a po
for buildings; the better the paint the
sition with the Santa Fe railroad.
longer it lasts. The M. & P. paint
Charles A. Schuerlch, merchant at
Encino, Torrance county, and
for
are rich in color, durable and don't
many years a resident of Santa Fe, Is
peel off. If you are painting your
In the capital on business.
or barn use M. & P. paints.
house
Attorney
District
Alexander Read
of Tierra Amarllla, who has been in
Santa Fe for mime time on legal
business, has returned home.
Kev. Grlswold and wife, of Ivis
RIO GRANDE LUMBER GO.
Vegas, passed through the city this
morning en route to California. They
Phone 8
will also visit lit Colorado and ttah. i
Third
Corner
and Marquette
Chas. Danzlger, of the Cha. Ilfeld
company, returned to Las Vegas last
evening from a. week's business trip
In the southern part of the
cKaOaX)eX3eDa3exooeX5eX)eoa

Gigantic Carnival of Sports
SEPTEMBER 23, 29, 3Q
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The prnfion system Is one of the
beft Institutions established by the
Santa Fe company, anil while miniexamples It has
fied on
been introduced In the belief that
its terms are mote liberal than those
of any pension plan previously enforced. It Is carried out wholly at
the expense of the company, but
under the conviction that the employes will show appreciation of It
by Increased zeal and loyalty. Nearly every employe has It in his power to benefit his employing company
by the character of his work and
his Influence, or to Injure It by
or Indifference.
The establishment of the pension
pystem Is based upon confidence
that those whose future is thus made
.safer will in return render the best
service of which they are capable.
In .Management.
The gtneral management of the
pension ystem is in the hands of a
board of five officers, or employes,
designated by the president of the
railway, and acting under his general discretion and during his pleasure. The board adopts its own rules,
subject to revision by the board of
directors or by the president of the
railway company.
The resolution of the board of directors adopting the pension system
pets forth that it has been Instituted
in order to enable the employes of
the company who have rendered
long and efficient service to retire
age makes relief
when advanced
from work desirable.
Kowirity In Old Ag
This sense of security in old age
or in disability incurred in service
has proved elsewhere to be one of
the greatest Incentives to loyalty,
contentment and faithfulness in service. It has as yet found comparative little application in Industrial
management in the United States.
By the Institution of the system
the Santa Fe road seems to be taking a long step toward the betterberelations
ment of permanent
tween employer and employes.
be
will
The probability that It
fully Justified and repaid by the results, does not diminish in the least
the credit due to the farsightedness
and the praiseworthy effort of those
who are responsible for its introduction.
School for Apprentice.
Another feature of what the road
Is doing for its employes, distinctively Santa Fe in spirit, is the school
for apprentices, which has Just been
started and is already in good working order In the Topeka shops.
Young men of good habits are taken
from the farms and other walks of
life and are given life positions with
the Santa Fe with all the privileges
and benefits which are bestowed by
no other system.
The road is growing very fat and
good positions for all young men of
integrity are opening up in all the
of railroad
departments
different
work. The Santa Fe shares with
other corporations the difficulty of
securing enough men to man their
different departments but it is certain that they are getting employes
on account of the advantages they
offer where the other big corporations are losing out,
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RAILROAD DEPARTMENT'

CITIZEN.

EVENING

There Is only one true type of
American girl. She is the same now
as she always was, and always will
lie the Fame while there is an American continent.
Poet and artists create and Idealize a U .nit: ful type, und the public
r live nirr it, but It's not the true
type, because It It is purely fictitious
and Imaginative, merely an artistic
emu ptimi that
would
never stand
the
in reality.
The true type is not divinely beautiful, or clever, or brilliant, or athletic, or handsomely gowned a la
mode.
She is iit pruMUh, frivolous

or haughty.
She just simply "looks
good:" the kind that all right- men
minded
want for a wife and
her highest nmbltlon is to marry a
good man, raise a good family and
make everybody happy.
She has a
sweet disposition, makes her own
clothes, and Is a practical and thrif
ty housekeeper.
She always looks
neat, clean, refreshing
and whole
some,
she loves to dance, sing,
laugh and chatter, see a good show,
or read a good n vel.
Hut above
all, he can cook "to beat the band"
even
and
makes better pie than
"mother ued to make."

Telephone No. 61
The Standard
Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard Plumbing & Keating Co

AND

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Nulhp and Clilmso Lumber.
Itiiililiu

Puiior,

riii.-ic-

r,

Etc.. Kto.

J.

C.

BALDRIDCE

Sliorwln-Willlain-

I"ulnt

s

I.lmo, (Vmoiit,

t.la.-i- .

Suj.1i,

tmc

Hot-to- r.

mnirx, Kto.,

423 South First
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A. C. P.IUCKE and JOIIN S. MITCHELL Invite their frlcndx to make
Aew Mexico iieaaquarters at
,j;

Hir

The Hollcnbeck Hotel
'
Los Angeles, California

'

Tour friendship and patronage la appreciated.
Courtesy and
attention to guei.ts Is a pleasure to us. Hollcnbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach line care atop at the Hollenbeck door.
vej09K)mom&jmomK)mx3ejoejoe2e
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ALBUQUERQUE

107.

CITIZEN.

IEAVES PRISON STOCK RECEIPTS

HJBakmg Powder

HEAVY

The finest in the world

.Member of Old Train Robber Yards Filled With Both Cattle
and Sheep at
Gang Will Soon Be

Phoenix. Arl.. Sept. 1. William
Alvord-Htlle- s
old
gang of train robihers. who Is
years
serving a term of ten
In the
territorial penitentiary at Yuma, will
be released from that institution the
latter part of this month, having
completed his sentence. Downing was
convicted In the United States court
in this city on the 8th of April, 1901,
of the crime of attempting to rob the
United States mall and was sentenced
to serve a term of ten years. With
the good behavior that he Is entitled
to. Downing will be released
about
September 20.
Downing was Indicted with Burt
Alvord, William (Stiles and Mat
Hurts, charging them with the holdup
of the Southern Pacific train at Cochise station, in Cochise county, on
the night of September 12, 1899.
passenger train had
d
The
Just pulled Into Cochise, when two
masked men compelled the brakeman
and conductor to uncouple the mail
and express cars from the rest of the,
train and then compelled the engineer to pull the cars up aihout two
miles from the station.
Here the
rrtbbers blew open the Wells-Farg- o
safe and secured the money. In order to force the doors open they used
several sacks of Mexican silver as a
weight on the giant powder to compel the force of the explosion down.
As a result the express car whs plus-tere- d
with Mexican silver, the adobe
dollars being thrown with such force
as to penetrate Into the woodwork an
Inch or more.

Iwnin(r. one of the

west-boun-

Ksoarw.

MimIc

After the robbery the men made
their escape and all efforts to locate
the guilty parties were unsuccessful
until anothr gang, composed of the
and
Owens iboys, William Iirown
"Three-Fingere- d
Jack," made an attempt to rob the Nogales train at
Falrbank in February of 1900, when
d
Jack
Jeff Milton shot
and who was captured
the next
morning by the officers. The captured man told the officers of those who
participated In the Fairbank hold-uas well as in the Cochise robbery, and
it was but a few days thereafter until
the whole gang had been placed unThree-Fingere-

p.

Kansas City, Sept. 18. With railroads better equipped to handle stock
than In any recent year, cattle re
ceipts are running very heavy for
fiepienvner.
supply last week was
90,000 head here, including
11,000
calves, and the market naturally
shaded downwards.
The run today.
is zs.uuu bead, including Z.ono calves,
market weak to 10 lower. Prime fed
steers have lost nothing, one lot sell
Ing today at $7.25, highest price this
year and grass westerns are also
holding up good, and meet a strong
demand and ready sale. One lot of
1160 pound steers from eastern Colo
rado brought 14.25 today, a shipment
out of same bunch selling at same
figure a week ago. Mountain cattle
strings
have been scarce, different
selling to killers at $4.65 to $4.80 first
part of last week, and some medium
to common steers Friday at $3.90, a
few uanhandle steers to killers lately
around $4.00. Cows and heifers are
20 to 35 cents lower than ten days
ago. Including a decline of 10 cents
today. Colorados have sold recently
at $2.90 to $3.45, panhandle cows
mainly at $2.80 to $3.20, heifers up
to $3.50. veals slightly lower tnan
last week, up to $6.50, heavy calves
on 25 cents at $3.75 to $4.50, bulls
$2.40 to $3.25. Trade In stockers and
feeders last week was heaviest of the
vear. 1125 caf loads going to country
points. The market declined 10 to 25
cents and Is slightly lower today
some choice 950 pound Colorado
feeders at $4.65, others downwards to
$3. 3a
$3.50, panhandle stock steers
to $4.23.
Sheep Supplies Heavy.
Supplies of sheen and lambs were
heavy last week at 46.000 head, and
the market declined 15 to 25 cents.
Run is small today, at 5.000 head
market steady, with western lambs
selling at $7.00 to $7.40, feeding
lambs $6.50 to $6.85, fat yearlings
$5.60 to $5.90, feeding yearlings $5.60
to $5.75, fat ewes up to $5.40, ewes
for the country at $4.7o to la.ib.
Country buyers bought liberally last
week, and killers bought freely up
to Friday, when attempts were made
to hresk the market, without success.
as shippers were advised to hold off
for a day or two, which accounts for
the llarht run today. The situation
will be all right soon, as the outlet
Is of sufficient width to allow iree
passage of liberal supplies.

SACRIFICES HER

O'Rlelly

Health In the Canul Zone.
The high wages paid make It a
mighty temptation to our young artisans to Join the force of skilled
workmen needed to construct the
Panama Canal. Many are restrained
however by the fear of fevers and
malaria. It Is the knowing ones
those who have used Electric Bitters,
who go there without this fear, well
knowing they are safe from malarious Influence with Electric Bitters on
hand. Cures blood poison too, biliousness, weakness and all stomach,
get
Citizen
and
Spt scribe for Th"
liver and kidney troubles. Guaranteed by all druggists. 60c.
the news.

LOANS

ABSTRACTS

Have negotiated loana
on Albuquerque real
for the peat 20 yeera,
without a alngle loaa to
loaner, Bafety and aatls-factito both partlea.

Abstrae.a of title tarnished on Bernalillo County propsrorty on abort notice. The only aet of abstract books that Is up to
date, Prices reasonable.

es-ta- te

on

Sale

$1300

(Jr aaa Business Lot on corner.pOUUU Sure Winner for investment. Will be worth double in-

fnlggSlog9
Z

For Rent

side two years.

q room residence in 3d ward
Modern.

will buy a srood 5 room
Cionn
p.UU cottage West Central

modern residence in
7H 6
Yuv Highlands.

Ave. Easy Payments.

Oft 3 room residence near shops.
Cnnnft. will buy a business loca- -- tpy
$yUUU tion, 4 lots. Partly Improved. Pays 8 per cent on investment at present with two lots CIA 4 room cottage Keleher
vacant.
Y" Avenue.
'
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VERA CRUZ LINE MAY
MEXICAN
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PASS

The St. Elmo

GOVERNMENT

JOSEPH
Mexico, Sept. 18.
City,
Mexico
Much significance Is attached to the
coming visit to Europe of Jose Ives

Iylmantour, minister

of

finance of

Mexico.
It is stated that, according
to present plans, he will sail for

Antra; n.vrovn.

MllS. AOtEIi BATONYI.

Believing that you are or soon will
be in need of the services of a stenographer or bookkeeper or both, we
ask to furnish you with first class
help, for which we make no charge.
Do not class our graduates with those
of the ordinary business college, for
If they belonged to that class, we
could not have built up our school In
seven years to an annual enrollment
from
of 1,000 to 1,500 students
more than half the states In the
union. We have on our employment
bureau list some of the very best
business firms, lawyers and railroad
managers, many of which will employ none but our graduates.
our
The final examination given
students of bookkeeping and shorthand are the same as given by the
II. S. civil service commission or by
the best employment bureaus of this
country. Our graduates are so thoroughly trained In practical work that
we have never had a single failure
by those taking the I. S. civil service
examinatdon, or the hardest examinations given by the employment bureau, or statutory court reporters examination.
Write or 'phone us the kind of
help you need. Address Employment
Department Tyler Commercial College, Tyler, Texas.

FOT

Mrs. Aurel Batonyi Finally Decides to
Give Boys Chance for Education
at Her Father's Expense.

& Co.

MR. BUSINESS MAN

Telephone 10

SPECIAL THIS WEEK

1

der arrest.
It was proved In the trial of Downing that Stiles and Matt Burts had
done the work and that Alvord and
Downing were to prove an alibi for
At
Don't neglect your stomach.
them. It was shown that the money
first Indication of trouble take
was taken to the house of Downing the
1'.
along
in
help
will
something
that
and was there divided by them.
of digesting the food you
While Downing took no actual part tteat. work
for Indigestion and dys
In the commission of the robbery, It pepsia Kodol
will do this. Sold by J. ii.
was shown that he was one of the

conspirators and was fully advised of
the plana of the parties before they
were carrlci-ou- t
Ilud Vood Reputation.
Previous to his being Implicated In
this affair Downing had borne a good
reputation in the vicinity of Willcox,
where he had resided for a number
of years and at the time was engaged
in the cattle business, having a good
ranch and several hundred head of
cattle. Downlng's wife, who stood by
him faithfully during the trials, died
in this city several years ago. It Is
understood that Downing will come
back into this section of the country. Many of his old friends are of
the opinion that he was led into the
affair by Alvord and that after he
had been first advised of the proposed hold-u- p
he ws afraid to quit
for fear of his life, as It was known
that Alvord and Stiles had a reputation of putting out of their way any
who opposed them or whom they
thought knew too much of their actions.
Others ttt Gang.
Of the others of the gang who
were connected with the two holdups, the Owens boys, Lewis and
George, have served their time and
have been out for a year now and are
In Benson. Matt Burts left the country and was last heard of In Montana.
Stiles is still at large and Is thought
to be down In Sonora, and It is a
well known fact that he was seen In
Casa Urande a few months since. Alvord served two years in Yuma and
his release from there caused quite a
stir. Through some mistake In the
date he was released before his time
expired and the Mexican authorities,
who wanted him and who were ready
to make a demand for him upon his
release, were frustrated. Alvord went
to Los Angeles and when he learned
that the Mexican authorities were after him he disappeared and has not
since been heard of. He and Stiles
are wanted In Sonora for the holdup
and robbing of a mining man named
Tener of several bars of gold bullion.

Fire Insurance

Agents for the best lire
Insurance companies. Telephone us the amount you
want on your residents
and household goad: It
la dangerous to delay.

I

TO

SF

V

Established 1888

Incorporated 1003

219 West Gold

,When ordering ask f op Dr. Price's by name, else
the grocer may forget the kind you are accustomed to.

Present.

Released.

FKAA'K WORK.
York, Sept. 18.- "Welcome I that his favorite daughter had mar
home! says society to Mrs. Aurel ried a man so far her inferior In so
Hatonyl, after an exile of two years; clety.
but the beautiful Frances Work that
He turned her from home, declarwas turns a deaf ear to the greeting, ing that he never wished to sea her
for In her heart there Is a pain that again.
Her allowance was disconwill not be quieted, and in her throat tinued.
there Is a sob that cannot be stilled.
Elm Court was advertised for sale
What Is a woman to do when her Mrs. Batonyi's only daughter, Cyn
love for her husband makes her an thia, took sides with Work. Her two
outcast from the home of her father sons, Maurice and Francis,
stood
and from high society, where once staunchly toy her.
she ruled a queen, and stands beModest Living.
tween her sons and a fortune?
The Batonyi's lived In modest
Should she give up her husband in style
at the outskirts of Newport,
order to earn the forgiveness of her
some of her former social
father and thereby gain millions for Although
friends
remained steadfast, society's
her sons and luxury for herself?
Should she place that love about doors were closed to the couple beeverything, forego and leave her sons cause the swells would not receive
the driving master, and Mrs. Ba
to fight their way in the world?
tonyi was virtually banished
from
Mrs. Frances Work Burke-Roch- e
the
realm over which she had once
liatonyl has, with team and anguish
reigned
a
without
rival.
years
two
given
for
consideration to
At any moment In these two long
this question. Now, pale and worn, years
Mrs. Batonyi could have rein
she has reached a decision.
stated
herself in the good will of
She has given up her husband.
her stern father by a single word.
She has made a living sacrifice of At
any moment she could have re
herself fur the sake of her sons.
Mrs. Hatonyl is the daughter of Instated herself In society and the
enjoyment
of $fifl.000 a year by the
Frank Work, the millionaire banker. briefest of promises,
but this promise
She was his favorite daughter.
She
son of an she refused to make. Love was her
married Burke-Uoch- e,
all; and none who knows her
Irish peer. They were divorced,
Mrs. Uurke-Uoch- e
was a leader lu doubts that Mrs. Batonyi loves her
Newport society. Elm Court, where huMband to this day.
she reigned, was maintained by Work to Recently Work sent an ultimatum
his daughter that If she give up
at a cost of $150,000 a year. Her Batonyi
would bo received in
father gave her a personal allowance the Work she
home and generous provis
of $60,000 a year. He made no comion
be
mail
would
for her sons. If
plaint when she exceeded it. She
she retained Hatonyl she and her
had everything that money could buy. sons
would be disinherited.
Ixncs lluntiarlaii.
As Work Is ss years old and
Several years ago her love of horse feeble. It was virtually an ultimatum
brought her into contact with Aurel from his deathbed.
llatonyl, a dashing Hungarian and
Mrs. Batonyi decided
the matter
teacher of driving. His pupils were by giving up her husband.
A week
all In the millionaire set.
ago
He had
they met f"r the last time In
been divorced and is said lo bave the Newport cntt.ige.
A few days
admitted in court that his real name ago she returned to the home of her
was Arthur Conn.
father.
She ha gained his forgive
Two years later Batonyi and Mrs. ness ami wealth f ir her sons.
She
Burke-Hock- e
were secretly wedded. has sacrificed th.- love she cherished
Work was heartbroken by the fact for her husband.
New
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No Breaking-ineeded
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Crux.
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llccauo wo g to Itoheaiia every year auJ personally select our supply of Hops from tho lict 1I"P l'roil'.icing
Ami bucuu.50
iJistriclJ of that littlu country, which grows tho liucst juulity of ll"ps in all tho world.

K: Si, RtJ Cnm
fount Oh Blmtitr,

Bohemians of the American WoHil
(AN

It promotes

A. B.C.

Health

and

Good Cheer;
llraiu;
Stimulates the Heart
Without Kxccss aud no Headache iu tin; Morning.

LIQUOR

COMPANY,

j

:

BRtwtDBYThe

Means

thm

Good

l'tll a ship

Albuquerque.

tiro wary

In St. Louie,

j

g

CURE the LUNGS

WITH

Dr. ling's

Now Discovery

American Brewing Co,, St. Louis.

Distributors,

Bottled Only at

121 KaOroad Avtoum

AND

Mid

CHAPLIN

KILLthe COUCH

ELS EWH ERE)

Stand by Their Favorsio Boor

St. Louis Bohemian,

CONSOLIDATED

D

5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you,

WFA.

x

nun'

make

roc feel

good!

Never disorder your digestion or
make life no longer worth the living.
Writing about cakes, pies and
other pastry from our ovens. Care
fully made from high class materials why shouldn't they be goodT
Everybody knows about our bread.
WhatT Tou don't? Better get acquainted.

PIONCER BAKERY
107 South

First Street.

EXCURSIONS

Cough Hornedy One ol A stylish
the
For many years Chamberlain's shoe thaCs
Cough Remedy has consantly gained
In favor and popularity until It is absolutely
now one of the most staple medicines In use and has an enormous comfortable
sale. It is Intended especially for
acute throat and lung diseases,
suc h as coughs, colds and croup, and
ran always be d epended upon .It is
pleasant and safe to take and Is undoubtedly the best In the market
for tho purpose for which It is intended. Bold by All Druggists.
Cliamlx-rlaln'-

$3--

(ft

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

i20 West Railroad Avenoe CLUB HOOMB
ooooeoooeoooooo oooooooeoooooo

Europe the early part of October,
and that he will be absent from
Two
months.
Mexico for several
n
stories are current here as to the
object of his trip. One Is that
In
the
have been encountered
financing of the holding company
which Is to take over the Mexican
Central and other railroads of the
country on behalf of the government,
and that Mr. Mmantour's presence
abroad Is necessary to bring about
of the transactibe accomplishment
tion. The other story, which is received with general credence, is to
the efTect that Mr. Llmanour is
for the purchase, on behalf
of the government, of the Mexican,
or Vera Crui railroad, and that his
coming visit is for the purpose of
concluding that deal.
The headquarters of the road In
question la in I.ondon, and it Is announced that Mr. Llmantour will
spend some1 time In that cly. It has
for some time
been well known
among those who are In close touch
with the government that Mr.
V)ith tht
ownership plan IT
railroad
contemplates obtaining a controlling
The flexible sole Red Cross
Interest In the Mexican line. This
road Is owned by Britishers, and was Shoe is
to
be built
one of the first roads
from
In Mexico.
It runs from Mexico City 'he start.
j
to the port of Vera Crux. It Is well
known to American tourists as a
The
burning
and
great scenic route.
The Mexican government already :aused by stiff soles and the
owns a controlling interest In the ivils of
thin soles aie preInteroceanlc railroad, which runs between Mexico City and Vera Cruz, vented by the Red Crc ss.
It
and Is a direct competitor with the
Mexican line. It also owns the Vera rnables a woman to be on her
Crux
Cruz and PacMe, and the Vera
railroads, which are the only two Feet for hours at a time with
other lines entering the port of Vera :oinfort.
dlfll-cultl-

Finest Whiskies

BARNETT, Prop'.

)xfords,

ii

M. R. Summers, Secy.

M. Moore, V. P. and Mgr.

JOHN M. MOORE REALTY CO.

ARE RUNNING

IN A SHORT

J.

G. L. Brooks, Pres.

PHICT.

OLDS

Eli

To Colorado and

east-

ern points. On sale daily
until Sept 30th. Return limit October 31st
Rates to principal points.
Denver and return $23.70,
Colorado Springs and return
$20.75, Pueblo and return
518.95, Chicago and return
$53.30, St. Louis and return
$52.90, Kansas City and return $44.55, Norfolk and re
turn (60 day limit) $72.90.

Account I. O. O. F., Sovereign Grand Lodge.
or Minneapolis and
return $52.10. Tickets on
St. Paul

sale Sept. 12. 13, 14, 15 and
16. Return limit Oct 2, '07.
Call at Ticket Office for

flal

Buttl f m.
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

OUARANTKJiD SATISFACTORY

,OB

HONEY EEIfUNUED.

T, E, PURDY, Agent.

tage mm.

ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

DID YOU COME WEST?
THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN WHY
rest, recuperate, hunt,
breathe fresh pure air,
mountain
fish,

To

l

see

scenery, get n change, live a new and fascinating life under new conditions
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
and get food that needs no pure food law.
That's why you came nest!
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
There is a beautiful little valley that nertles between the highest moun
tains of the Rockies on the upper Pecos river; Ideal altitude, 7,0(10. feet, and
temperature Identli al with Alhtiiueriue.
Its streams swarm with trout
woods and ranges are filled with game large and small.
and
tlic
The
BROGAN
W. S. STRICKLER
F.
WILLIAM
There are mountain lion, hear, deer
rnncher live the if.' of the west.
arc
wolves
There
hunter.
ponies
the
saddle
and
for
EDITOR
to
be
for
MANAGING
had
the
PRESIDENT
asking, looms In a big, rambling ranch bouse with wide verandas, tent
rooms or a cabin it you w ant it.
l no days are never
You see a
dull.
great ranch and the genuine western life.
Fresh milk, butter and eggs
SIIISCIUPTIOX HATKS.
Sleep In blankets at nigh fish In your shirt
all you enn drink and eat.
Ynu couldn't spend more than t'J a week If you
$5.00 sleeves during the day.
On yenr hy mall In ndvnnoo
Its the place you are looking for.
Accommodations for both men
f0 tried.
One montli ly mail
,
60 and women.
One montli by carrier within t'ltr limit
Inquire Uils office or address THE VALLEY RANCH, Pecos, N. M.
srcond-cl- n
Entered
matter at the PoMofflce of Albuquerque, N. M.,
nder Art of Congress of March 8, 1879.
The only Illustrated dally newspaper In New Mexico
medium of tho Sutitliwot.

LIFE

nnl the be

AJJOUT TOWN

theTle lending:

CITIZEN IS:
Republican ilally and weekly nrMspmier of the Sonthwest.
The sdvoent of llcpubllcan principles and tho "Square Ienl."

WAS

amivqi-khqit-

THE AI.nrQl'EKQlE CITIZEN HAS:
The finest equlpiHxl Job department
The latest reports by Associated

IHIm

In New Mexico.

lre

and Auxiliary New

"WE GET THE NEWS

led for Record.
Sept. 17. Lloyd Hunsaker to
Raymond and Maud Craft, lot
1
of lot 1, block
of the
ti. C. W. Lewis Highland addi- tlon No. 1. and lots 1. 2, 3. and
4. block ". Muning Highland ad- -

Serrlce.

I

I

FIILST."

dition. south.
Sept. IV Surety Investment
Co. to Richard Hudson lots 13
and 16, block 8S, Perea. addition.
a
Sept. Is. J. I'. Kmnions and
wife to W. C. Warliek lot
a Mock 2. Huning Highland ad- dition.
,

fl Pleasing Contrast

la m y .

The New York Post: The loyalty of the west to Hoosevelt is, in a sense,
all the more imprersive because It is tempered more than formerly by a realization of the defects of Its object. The fact that must be recognized Is that
Roosevelt Is, In the eye of he west, the champion of the people against the
powerful corporations which were exploiting them.
It Is considered beside
the point to argue that the same fights might have been better fought In
Hence the Implicit belief In the man's
other ways and by other hands.
soundness and the urgency of his policies, which has enabled him to pass
without sensible diminution of popularity through episodes that would have
As for the rival candigravely affected the career of any other politician.
dates now showing themselves before the republican voters, It Is hard to see
why the earnest Roosevelt man should be expected even to become InMost of the lot are, by comparison at least, reactionaries,
terested In them.
while Taft appears perfectly content to pose merely as a mirror of RooseWhen the best of the open aspirants avows that he Is only
velt's Ideas.
an excellent copy. Is It a wonder that many republicans should demand the

"real thing?"

The Las Vegas Optic still opposes the assembling of the constitutional
convention on what grounds we do not know. The Optic says the convention would have no authority and would be a waste of time and money. Now
as the delegates are to be asked to serve without pay, and as most of them
have already signified their willingness to do so, it is hard to see where the
people as a whole waste any money or any time either. In addition. If the
Optic will read The Citizen or the New Mexican for the few weeks just passed it will notice that Governor Curry has announced that he Is in favor of
assembling this convention, in the event that the president will consent to
favor statehood as seems probable at this time.
The Optic Is doing a little
knocking without knowing why and wherefor.
the new set of
to the conferwhich relieves
we have with

The Albuquerque police are a heartless set.
The other night a man
who had Imblded too freely of "vino de maize" went to sleep on the doorstep of an eminently respectable citizen and the police awakened him at 3
a. m.
Its sinful to awaken a man at that hour, drunk or sober.
"John

G.

Capers, the new commissioner of internal revenue, is out with

a statement In which he notified Internal revenue collectors, Inspectors, and
others that while he wishes no p In vigorous search for violations of law,
he desires an exhibition of wisdom in the work." It would help some.
let-u-

Paris has strong hopes that the Moorish war Is over. Tho
army has suffered severe bges as one man was killed dead and

French
wound

The Moors' casualties have not been learned but they are doubtless
ed.
as heavy.
War is a terrific thing in Cu-- a Jtlanca.

"I am not a presidential candidate," says Guv. Johnson of Minnesota
"and I do not intend to become one." One citizen, Silas Wright, declined a
vice presidential nomination.
Men who are not candidates are much more
numerous than nominees who refuse to accept.
,.
L

.

-

a.

The next summer girl is l4 be tall and slim without curves or hips,
according to the fashion forecasts.
What a lot of dieting some of the girls
will have to do during the winter.
Still there are sonic who won't.
Heveral trainmen perished In a wreck on the Denver & Rio Grande.
Sometimes trainmen perish Just making an ordinary trip on the Denver .Si
Rio Grande and death generally results from fatigue.

Who knows? If Henry C. Frlek takes Standard oil Rogers' place in Wall
street he may attempt to reestablish his private army, with which he made
such a killing at Homestead.
o
A Georgia paper says the
shirt waist Is about to pass out
of style.
How slow they must be down there.
The Teddy bear shirt waist
has been In vogue all summer.
peek-a-bo-

An exchange estimates that the average hen earns two and a half cents
not down this way.
The average New Mexico hen e irns clnco

ccn-tavo- s,

case grade.

The president has now denied that "Cocktail Charley" story which will
doubtless ease the mind of one fav orite son, Fairbanks by name.
A scientist now says he can detect a slniillarity between Mars
Give us Mars for oui.
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at noon which cost us
a week apiece extra. Figuring
up these expenditures you see that
It costs each of us almost $11 a week.
Other Expenses.
"This does not Include the money
we spent for household articles or
other things for our comfort and
Resides we had to do
' convenience.
our own cooking morning and even
ing and our own housework. The
liberties we enjoyed in an establishment were not worth the cost. In
fact we could not be too noisy or the
neighbors would raise a howl.
We
fed on the average of six guests a
week and our home was made the
lounging place of half a dozen home
less young men of the city. our
pnice never looked neat or inviting
md it seemed that all the dogs In
the city found us out and came
around for stray bones.
Twice we
nan boxes of groceries, which were
left outside by the grocervman in
our absence, rifled: our ice would
stand melting in the sun half a day
unu we were an easy mark for centipedes.
"We may sigh for the Joys of
home, but let me give you a tip,
mere can ioe no such a thing as a
home without a bunch of skirts In
the background.
It Is needless to
slate that our expenses for clothing,
amusements and personal incidentals
were in nowise diminished during
our housekeeping experiment."

Hunter's

Blankets
o

-

WORTH

,1

Accordinsr to evidence In fnjurni
Inquiry Standard Oil earned in eight
years $4HO,31&,34 and paid out in
3U!!,3&l,4H3.
uivicienus
Public service traction investigation adjourned Sent, fith will ho re
sumed this evening.
Kanawha
and Michigan report
shows deficit for year $1117,792.
j weive niuustrlals advanced 1.03
per cent.
Twelve industrials advanced
1.03
per cent.
Twenty active railroads advanced
1.03 per cent.
Xtiw York Stocks.
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison
Anaconda
Haltimore and ( hio
Mrooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacillc
Colorado Fuel
Louisville and Nashville
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Reading
Rock Island
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
.
I'nion Pacilic
1'. S. S
r. s. s. pfd
Greene Cananea
Shannon
Calumet and Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper liatige
North Rutte
Santa Fe Cpper
S. and P
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39
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Ammunition

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
1
j
$
f

rj

After months of preparation for our fall
and winter trade. VC e now take pleas- ure in announcing that we have on sale
two of the leading clothing houses in the
United States.
The Washington

$j

y

FALL OPENING

and Alfred Benjamin & Co.

Come, see our artistically cut and elegantly tailored
buits and overcoats-t- he
clothing that captures
the town. See our long line of the seasons correct
hats. Neckwear, shirts gloves and other fine toggery

46

16m
22

lu
1

48
106 'i
132 vi
1

M. Mandell,

Fine Clothiog and Furnishings

7

Nettleton Fine Shoes

Crosset Shoes

1

HZ7

14

86

120ti

...

1

16
30 '.J
28

;

Sour
Stomach

.

Irmilf.

If you need anything in this line call or write to us
Our Prices Can't be Beat

'11
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,r ftp- -

Ammunition By the Oar Load

'11

$-

Winchester Repeaters S$l
Remington Automatics
E
L. C. Smith Guns
W
Colts
Iver Johnson and Harrington & Richardson
Revolvers
1

stage you will not find many such
successes, and we doubt very much
whether you will find one with a rec
ord of longer and greater success
a Hi
than "Lost in New York." It was the
9
play telling a story of life in the
10 V. tirst
great city of New York, and dates
112
to its initial performance
to
back
24 H
ago.
18 years
That alone
67 ',4 about
speaks volumes for it and it is no
461,4
wonder that people will llock to the
2
inaj; theatres every time It is billed to appear.
Kansas tity Livestock.
"Lost lu New York" comes to the
reKlks' theatre on Sept. 20, and It is
Kansas oily, Sept. 18. Cattb
ceipts, is. nun. Market steady. South- a safe guess that every seat will be
ern steel s $3.25 4.60;
southern sold.
cows $2.10'n 3.50; stockers and feeders $3.20f-- i 0.2.'j:
bulls $2.80fj 3.75:
The Indies' Aid of the Presbyter-Ia- n
calves $3..jii i 6 .50;
western steers
church will give an experience
$3.5011,6.35; cows $2.40 1i 3.80.
social in the parlor of the church
notice.
Sheep
8,000.
on
receipts
Muttons
the eve of Sept. liith. Kntertain-ineThe Knight of Columbus will hold $5.o '(i 5.75;
$6.00 'd 7.50;
lambs
and refreshments will be servan important meeting at 8 p. m. this range wethers $5.00 '11 5.85 fed ewes ed. Price
25 cents.
evening in their ball on west Gold $4.50 6.35,
avenue. Kveiy member is urgently
requested to be present as business of
Chicauo I.lvvito'k.
importance will be brought
before
Chicago. Sept. Is. Cattle receipts
Apthe meeting for consideration.
21.0110. Market steady. Reeves $4.00'iii
plicants for membership
are being 7.25; cows
5.R: Texas steers
received by the knights nnd one of $3.75 rii 5. no, $1.25f
calves $5.75 'i 8.00. westthe hUg.st cla-c- s
ever Initiated here ern attle $4 (in ff 6.10; storkers Hnd
will tie given the Hist, second and feeder
H'i 5.00.
third iegrcf (lining fair week. A
No ppetlto, loss oi strength, nervous
Sheep receipts 2S.000. Market weak
number of applicants from Las Ve- to M lower. W '.'Sterns $3.25 4i 5.75; ness, headache, constipation, bad breath,
gas. Santa Fe and other New Mexico yearlings
$5 DO i 6.4 0 : lambs $5.00 ii general doblllty, sour risings, and catarrh
tow ns
ill attend.
5.60; western $5.00(fr 7.65.
of the stomaoh are all due to Indigestion.
Lon Cox, probably the
Kodol relieves Indigestion. This nev discovcleverest
Mnt-krtWocd
st.
Louis
busi-ne-steropiican
ery represents ths natural juices of digess
in the
St. Louis, Sept. IS. Wool steady,
and tile originator of the faces unchanged.
tion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
seen in the moon, will be an additioncombined with ths greatest known tonlo
al number on the program at the
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
Crystal theater t .night. Mr. Cox and
bis show paraphernalia arrived this "LOST IN NEW Y0RK"SEPT. 20 dyspepsia does not only rellsvs Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
mot iiing and an ingements are being
helps all stomach troubles by cleansing,
made tiiis afternoon to put bis act on.
This feature will be something enWhen a play Is a good play it can purifying, sweetening and strengthening
tirely lu-to the people of Albuquer- - relurn year after year and people the mucous membranes lining the stomach.
Mr. S. S. Bill, of Renswood. W, Vs..
iue. In fact, it Is yet a novelty In will till i he opera house to see it
the eastern vaudeville houses, where that is success, nnd when such a play " I wtroubliwlth sour wemach for twenty uis
)uil
curtd m. and w ar aew using It In sua
Ibings originate. The act of the Four tours the country the success which Kodol
baby,"
Franks bis met with universal ap- it enjoys travels like wildfire and lor FOB
BACKACH
WIAK KIDNIV
proval, of all who have visited the that its success makes still bigger
TV
new play house, but their skit
Is the surcess it has made during past
KIDNEY and BLADDER PIlLI-t- urt
.WITT'S
atf la
scarcely hotter than the acts of the tours so
each succeeding season
OO.. Ohleas
otlin numbers on the bil for the witnesses that
ProBsrwi by L a D.WITT
success.
increased
eek.
9. U. O'MKIXY A CO.
In th history of the American
c

$8.00

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

v--7)

and

A PAIR,

$5.00

Pic "

Delight
A Good Gun

TELEGRAPHIGMARKETS
The follOWlntr llllntnlnnu
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
er mtir own private wires from
New York, room 37, Harnett building
louuiiunniue, septemuer IS:
Siiiiiinary or Condition.
NeW York: Americans in lYtHlnn
steady, about parity.
General Lonuon market quiet with
good tone.
Crop weather generally good.
'No CloSln
t T.rnnnr,
Of tttet.1 mitla
but some shut-dow- n
expected later.
Norfolk and Western can show an
earning capacity of about 10 per cent
on common stock.
Soo earnlnas 17.7
common in past fiscal year.
fttrong demand for slocks in loun
crowd and especially New York Central, Pennsylvania, Steel and

4

Our Best

nt

:

''She is as stiff as a tree,'1 says a passenger who came over In the I.usl-tani"The ocean has no effect on her."
After the big ship has been
through some revere stornn opinion on this point will be noted with

a day

The roof of the Santa Fe passen
ger station, which Is of tile, Is being repainted.
James Monroe, of Streatnr. 111., is
in the olty to accept a position at
the Santa Fe shops.
The residence of Attorney M. C.
Ortiz In old town Is undergoing ex
tensive repairs Inside and out
J. I. Vigil, a prominent rancher of
Trinidad. Colo., . left last night for
his home after a few days visit in
this city.
The Degree of Honor will hold a
regular meeting tonight at Odd Fellows' hall, commencing promptly at
o clock.
i :4.)
Anona Council No. 1, Degree of
Pocahontas, will hold a regular meet- g Thursday evening at 8 o clock in
Red Men's hall.
John Finlayson, a well known
sheep man of Sellgman, Ariz., was In
the city today on business in connection with the shipment of Loot)
blooded rams to Mexico.
It was reported In the local yards
this morning that there were six Santa Fe secret service men. known as
spotters, In the city. One of the spotters is said to be a woman.
The Iirowns may go to Santa Fe
again next Sunday. It is up to the
players.
There Is nothing on the
tapis locally, and a game with Santa
Fe would be practice if nothing else.
The Knights of Columbus will hold
an Important meeting at 8 o clock
this evening In Red Men's hall. Mat
ters of Importance will be brought
before the council and a full attend
ance Is requested.
A regular communication of Tem
ple Lodge No. 6. A. F. and A. M.,
will be held at the hall on Thursday
evening, September 15. Visiting Ma
sons cordially Invited.
By order of
w. M. Frank H. Moore, acting sec;
retary.
camp
old
fire,
The
fashioned
which
was recently postponed, will be given
at the home of Mrs. Whitecomb on
the corner of Eighth street and
avenue, on Friday evening, Sep
tember 20, by the ladles of the v.
R. C. Everybody Invited.
The Barelns Grays- - contend that
they have a right to enter the fair
tournament as the first team from
Albuquerque unless the
Brownies
play them a game. They have de
wearing baseball
feated everything
suits in this part of the territory and
are In a class by themselves unless
the Drowns show them different.
The social hop given by the Ger- onimo base ball club at Colombo hall
last night was a very delightful af
fair. The muste was furnished by the
Kills orchestra and the dance pro- StiJt'aq jdpoj rudu .aa.v v 'urua
3i
title of the clui), tied witn green silk
cord, contained eighteen
regular
dances and four extras. A large number of people were present and the
club cleared a neat sum of money.
J. V. Key. supervising engineer for
the Santa Fe on the Helen cut-of- f,
said this morning that it would be
three months before the road be
tween Helen and Rio Puerco would
lie completed. The dlstaac
between
the two places is eighteen miles. The
now
aptirt
six
are
tracks
about
miles
but before this link can be built, a
great deal of steam shovel work must
be done. The yards at Helen are yet
iar from completed.
It is said upon good authority that
the management of the Socorro base
ball team has secured the services
of Dusty' 'Rhodes, formerly of Las
egas, but now playing with the St.
IjouIs Nationals,
for the territorial
fair tournament.
Charlie has been
playing great ball since he got with
fast company and if the Socorro
bunch gets a catcher that can re
ceive his balls, the Gem City bunch
may cause some of the other entries
of lh tournament to sit up and take
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Blankets from $1.00 up
Comforts from 1.20 up

Mr

KM

ai a restaurant
a $1.70
a
a
a
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(Continued From Page One.)

Is a new

ro

get up a war In order to test
peace conference.
According
anybody under any condition
The embalmed beef, however,

NOT

is.

We have just received our
winter supply and are making special prices on staple

PLEASUK :e

Charles Stauber, of Kl Reno. Okla
employe at the shops.
Engineer George Crossen nnd Fire
man Haulrnan are In the city from

After the recent talk of panic?,
The Washington Herald Is optimistic.
hard times, Increased cost of living. Wall street manipulations and a lot of
other things., some true and some untrue, the Herald editorially calls attention to the fact that tho salvation of the country Is In work. That paper
points out the fact that the great tasks now before this country call for more
The
hands than can readily be found and more brains than are available.
Herld says:
"It Is a bit hard to reconcile some of the paradoxes of this modern age.
Here Is one element of society complaining about the tramp evil and begging
that work may be provided for homeless sufferers, and on the other hand
we hear that the great trouble with things just now Is that we the world In
general have undertaken too many ambitious projects at once; that there
are not hands enough for the tasks that have been set. Charles P. XelU,
United States commissioner of labor, declares that 'widespread and unparal-lebele- d
prosperity of the age have led to the undertaking of more great projects than can be completed within a reasonable time."
"And It would really seem that the big Jobs are multiplying so fast that
Here is the
It Is a grave problem where the workmen are coming from.
United States employing something like 40.000 workmen on the Panama
canal, 'and demanding more, so that It Is a question whether or not we shall
try Chinese coolie labor once more, as we did when the Pacific railroads had
to be constructed.
Here is Canada with a demand for 60,000 laborers to
aid her In her vast railway projects. "Kew York Is carrying on works with
Unskilled labor that employs an army of men; there are new waterworks to
cost $160,000,000 and a new barge to cost $10,000,000, to say nothing of the
railroad work necessary by reason of the new tunnels under the river and
Here arf an army of men emthe new terminals and the new fkyserapers.
ployed In the harvest fields of the great west; calls for labor from the South
African railways which hope to carry out the
scheme of Cecil
Rhodes; Australia demanding Immigration everywhere the cry goes up for
men; the work Is watting.
Capital must be employed, and to be em"This Is the era of work.
ployed at a profit It has to employ work.
It would seem that never before
was the opportunity for the worklngman so rich with possibilities.
Work
lies on every hand, and out from the mass of laborers the good men will
rise and find higher opportunities.
This Is not the age of- King Qotton, or
King Wheat, or King Gold It Is the era of King Work an honest chance
for every able man!"

Its time for somebody to
rules originated by the Hague
ence, It is not polite to shoot
war of many of Its horrors.
us still.

TENT

Y, KEPT.

BMNKETS, COMFORTS AND PILLOWS

Re-pi-

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

Cape-to-Cal-

IN

WKONFSn

sOteAiafffcl
ALK with the thousands
who wear them and you
will quickly realize the
worth of

WEITH'S

A JLVONQUEROR
$350

VJm.

$4&QO

$500

Chapin,

121 Central Avenue

Tho Touch Tlmt Heals
Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. It's the happiest combination
York.
September 27 West's Minstrels.
of arnica flowers and healing balsams
September 28, 2! and 30 Socorro ever compounded. No
matter how-olcounty fair.
Twenty-sevent- h
the sore or ulcer Is, this salve
terOctober
will cure it. For burns, scalds, cuts
ritorial fair.
wounds or piles. It's an absolute care,
Are you looking for someming? Re- itluaranteed by all druggists. 25c.
member the want columns of Th
Kvenlng Citizen sre for your especial
KTWJK TO .1I.MKZ, LF.WF.S 2t
benefit. It talks to the people and :vkst t.ou i:vi:nv mousing
they talk to you.
5 O'CLOCK.
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BALLOON

BATS

IS

OIS-

CITIZE2L

-

gA. J. MALOYg
214 Central Avenue

H

Souvenli Hats Helped a
to be Made
For Irrlgatlonlsls.

Basket Will Hold Six Persons. Hundreds of Imp Like
Found Crouching
Lifting Power 22.500
In Wash Boilers.
Cubic Feet of Gas.

Creat-ure- s

I The

place to get any
thing in the line ot the

famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

E

and VEGETABLES

Aeronaut Joseph A. Blondln Is
now busily eng.iKPil varnishing his
biK balloon In the old building nd- J.icent the Traction park casino In
t town.
hen It is known that
there Is TillO square yards of material
in the big bag some idea of the great
amount of labor necessary In varn
ishing It can be g.ilned. Not once but
five times must the balloon be varnished before It will be ready for
use. Varnishing Is the most delicate
and Important operation In the manufacture of a ballon and the neronaut
always does this himself, not daring
to trust nn Inexperienced hand with
the work. The varnish, which Is a
special preparation made for balloon
finishing, must be applied by rubbing
with a soft cloth, whlrh is a long
and tedious process. This varnish
renders the bag Impermeable to gas
and exceedingly weather proof.

PAr.n

lew to beneficial results ami In sup
plying the necessary funds for all
"gltimate purposes that we would
do our part. This was perfectly un- And It
erstood by the committee.
whs also agreed that the lavish expenditure of money by ambitious clt- for entertainment features was
not calculated In the end to be of
benefit to the irrigation cause and
enter-prle- s
Ihe promotion of Irrigation
under the reclamation art. for
the reason thst if the pace set by
Sacramento wus kept up there were
nlv a verv few cities west of the
Missouri river, which could afford or
on Id undertake the bundling
of n
congress.
Committee to Meet I nlr Week.
"Some time during the coming fair
eek. a meeting will be held In the
city of Albuquerque of the sub-comittee appointed by the executive
committee at Pncramento at which
time It is desirable to have as large
meeting of the citizens of Albu
querque n It Is posslbl" to bring tolocal
gether ns nt that time the
board of control and other commit
tees will be selected, and as the local
board of control will have everything
to say in the matter of program, en
tertainment and publicity of the 16th
congress. It Is of the utmost Import
ance that a representative meeting
be held."
.

TWITCHELL TELLS ROW

IS HOME OF ALBUQUERQUE

NOW IN COURSE OF

EVENING

Lot-Prepara-

Col. Ralph K. Twitchell, to whom
An employe of the Mcintosh Hard
ware company on t'entral avenue this ' Albuquerque Is Indebted to a large
w
morning discovered n
ash boiler extent for the next meeting of the
full of live bats in lh lolt of the National Irrigation congress. Is back
warehouse which Is In the rear of in New Mexico and stopping at the

t

always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods
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Alvarado recovering from the ordeal'
of the Sacramento convention.
New .Mexico had several boosters
at the congress 'but foremost among
them, was Colonel Twitchell. It wus
full line
through his forethought
that the
New Mexico delegation went to Sac
ramento with souvenir hats and canes
M
and with a large exhibit.
M
'These were the things that told
as much as the hard work of myself SHIPPING ARIZONA
and the rest of the delegates, said
B
Colonel Twitchell. "The little Mexican Bombrero made the biggest hit.
IAMBS TO MEXICO
We had 2,250 of them when we went
I had trouand
Into
convention
the
H
ble saving a few to bring home for
souvenirs of the occasion for myself,
John Flnlayson, of Seligman, Ariz.,
so great was the demand for them." who was In the city over night, and
Ita-kN Set I p. '
The basket and apparatus of the
Sombreros lloliied a Lot.
who represents the sheep stock Inter
balloon Is already set up In the buildThe colonel produced one that he est of K. T. Smith, the raiser of
will when atxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ing and toappear as they The
saveu from the wreck ot the 2.2.10. some of the finest rams In America.
basket Is
tached
the balloon.
It was a real straw sombrero about eft for Kl Paso today with 1.000
four feet wide, four and a half feet
Inches broad, with a peaked top. looded rams from the ranch of L.
four
OOOOOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XJ
long and four feet deep: It can hold
.
Smith In Arizona. These rams
The upper surface of tin brim wai
six persons, but only three will be
decorated with red, blue and purple have been sold to the Sierra Madre
allowed to make an ascension at a
cord wound with a gold thread, and Stock company of Mexico and the
week. Aeronaut
time during fair
the band was of the same cord. KlCV hlpmcnt Is in charge of Mr. Finlay
Hlondin pointed out the "rip valve"
hundred of them, the number fur son and Italph Hunt, who will make
of the balloon and staled:
nished by the Commercial club of the delivery.
"The Invention of the rip valve Is
Mr. Flnlayson said this morning
Albuquerque, also had the decora
what, more than nny other one con
tion of a red, while and blue ribbon that this will be the largest shipment
trivance,
has rendered ballooning AMOS CLEVENGER
long,
dangled
of
blooded stock that hus crossed the
which
Inches
several
safe. Hy pulling on a rope the aer
gracefully from the lower side of the Mexican line and that the progeny of
onaut causes a certain segment of the
back part ot the ibrlm. The other these rams will do great things for
sphere to rip and thus allow the gas
contributed the Improvement of the sheep Indus
iN TROUBLE AGAIN 1,700 bought with money
to escape in a pun. tills valve is reby people from all parts of the terri- try in Mexico. The rams were shipsorted to only when a sudden land
tory, were decorated with ribbon of ped to Albuquerque from Arizona and
ing Is desired. The regular gas valve
the red, white and green of Mexico, from here will be taken to .Mexico
Is sufficient for all ordinary manipuin
addition to the red, whitt, and blue as fast as possible. The sale of the
l Man Pulled From IXteli Is MisOi
balloon."
of
the
lation
On the American national stock was made through Chas. C'hud- rWlon.
taken for Itiirglnr While Prowl22..00 Feet of (iUH.
Co., the local sheep commis
wlch
colors was the word "Albuquerque.
ing Around Private Ynrtl.
balloon, which Is
Mr. Ulondln's
On the Mexican national colors was, sion 'brokers. Mr. Flnlayson said he
thirty-fiv- e
feet In diameter and has
e
re
us
perhaps
would
exhibit 120 of his fin
Watch
inscribed.
a capacity of 22,500 cubic feet of
Amos Clevenger,
old man who from New Mexico." Th hat", alone est ram lambs at the territorial fair
gas, was made specially for him by was dragged from a the
ditch In Thorpe's cost $300 and In addition to the hats, In this city.
Aeronaut Leo Stevens, of New York. pasture last week after
having wan- 1,000 Mexican canes were given away
Mr. Hlondin stated that while Amer
dered
about
the
outskirts
of the city by the New Mexico delegation. The
N'O'l'ICK.
ica Is many years behind the times for two days without food, Is again
anes were also decorated with the
In the science of ballooning, in the in difficulties.
To
May
It
Whom
Concern:
more dead Mexican colors. So much of this ribmanufacturing of balloons and aero than alive when Though
I, Luis Giiego, a resident of pre
he was rescued from bon was used that the entire supply
Is equal to the the ditch,
equipment,
she
naut's
In
35,
county
cinct
the
of Hernalillo.
recuperated
was
he
rapidly
at
Kl
Paso
exhaust
city
of
of
the
2IO South Second
best of foreign manufacturers.
Mexico,
St. Joseph's hospital, where he was ed, when Colonel Twttcnell and o territory of New
hereby
How A ivnt Ih .Made.
1
state
and
am
taken,
Monday
affirm
the lawful
that
und
be was allowed L. Hrooks of the city were through
"All the balloon tackle is attached to go.
ind rightful owner of a certain tract
buying
it.
to the "load ring, and all the strain
of land In precinct 35, county of Her
It was understood that he would
How tlie Convention nan seeiirol
is distributed throughout the whole leave Immediately for Kl Paso, where
New
Mexico.
I .went to the convention, I nalillo, territory of
."urfuce of the balloon by means or he has a daughter, but Instead he was"When
making
an effort lying to the east of the public road
not sure about
"This wandered aimlessly about town. Last
Ihe net." said Mr. Hlondin.
adjoined
on
remaining
the
and
three
getting
col
it,
continued
the
toward
GENERAL THOMAS WILL ring Is made of strong wood veneer night at about 9 o'clock he entered a onel,
"'but. when the New Mexico sides by the propertyno of W. II.person
and Is constructed to stand a weight yard on .South Third
and that
other
street
and delegates tiegan to arrive and brought
manv times greater than that to caused a burglar scare to the family
from Hon. Solomon Luna und or persons has any claim, lien right
which It will be subjected. A special who thought it was some who wish- word
or
to
title
this
memland
that any sale
and
different
S.
and
W.
Strickler
moaratus will be used for the cap ed to break Into the house. The po bers of the Albuquerque Commercial of this land by any other
person or
ATTEND THE TERRItlve balloon whereby, no matter how nce were notified and an officer came club,
persons
myself,
Illegal null
Is
get
besides
try
convention, we
the wind may blow and cause the and took him to the police station. startedto in. to1 knewthetnat
void.
and
.we
coum
ir
bag to move at nn angle, the basket This morning Clevenger"s mind was get the assistance of such
LUIS C1RIEGO.
men as
will remain upright. This car Is con- clear and he said if he could get those, we could hnnule it all ngnt
TORIAL FAIR
structed of willow and has steel
to
any
Kl
back
he
Paso
leave
not
Japanese
Vegetable
would
Down
never have fallen down on
Mat
band woven throughout to lend ad- home again and he will be cared for Thev
thing, and I was sure that they wouia tress, light feather weight. Full size,
ditional strength. The balloon will be at the police station until his rela- make
SO
pounds,
guaranteed
to
So
good
not
lump
the
convention.
with
allowed to ascend 600 feet into the tives are heard from.
It. The Santa Fe ra'P or pack. Enclosed In linen tick, made
we went
at the end of a strong cable and
(Chief of Police McVllUIn sent a tel- - road gaveafter
Troopers Hard at Drill In air
us lots of help. Hy the as expressly for us. Try one and you
there will be no danger whatever to eRram to C. C. Keifer, a
Santa. Fe company 1 will have no other. Futrelle Furnitof
the
slstance
passengers."
at Kl Paso, but the message was not was able to vjte twenty votes from ure Company.
Preparation for Long
accepted.
Yesterday he received a New .Mexico every vote of the ter
letter" from Mrs. Keifer which stated ritory and
DeWltt's Little Early Risers are
we also got votes an
Practice March.
SHE WAS STOUT AND
that her father would always find a along the Santa Fe from Chicago to good for anv one who needs a pill
home with her If he would behave San Francisco. Arizona gave us forty sold by J. II. O'HIelly & Co.
himself. She said he had a mania
We got the right men on the
MIDDLE-AGE- D
HORRORS! for wandering off and thus causing votes.
"(Secretary Stamm Is In receipt of
right committees, und the rest was
expense,
her
much
which
could
she
easy.
NEW MEXICO COLLEGE OF AGRI
another letter from Fort Wlngate re
not afford. No provision has yet been
After the vote was taken ana tne
of
Kardins: the coming of a troop
made for the old man's transporatlon success
of Albuquerque was known CULTURE
Radically
Wrons Willi to Kl Paso.
ANDJIECHAMC ARTS
cavalry to the fair. The troop will Something
the New Alexico delegation got out
Ny.Htem
ClevAgent
In
forepart
week
of
lust
the
Ticket
Fo
tile
Santa
fifty
Mexican
bought
full
life
size
practice
and
on
Wlngate
a
march.
leave
enger was found hanging around the sombreros an put them an the cr
Albujiu'riic Woman Told the
in Practical
which has ben ordered by General
Santa Ke yards and was taken charge flclal iband of the convention, and Short Course
Agvnt Wlitit She Thought
He was with the musicians wearing these
Thomas, commander of the depart
of by Marshal McMlllIn.
of Him mill the 1'eM.lve.
Housekeeping.
stato
stay
police
told
around the
Ticket I'linelier Wus
delegation
ment of Colorado, ana will arrive In
hats. the Nev McxU-tion but at the first opportunity wan
Properly Awed.
marched around the hall leading the
Albuouernue on this march In fair
off
was
until
not
found
dered
and
band to the tune of La Paloma. The
Course begin October 1st and
week. Regarding u Dare nail team
two days later when he was discover convention
went
convalslor.,
Into
"If I could Just get hold of you. ed In a ditch
from the fort, the letter states that
In Thorpe's pasture. He
orcoutinues
until March 5th, 1908.
lady
minutes
before
was
fifteen
and
a
you
to
insult
how
no
it
base
for
troopers
time
have
I'd teach
the
fell In the ditch while groping in the der was restored.
1 may be stout and I may be midball now, as they are devoting all
by
get
not
out
his
dark
and
could
May
W
be
Kxecied.
hat
Classes in cooking, sewing and
their spare time to drill. The man dled aged but its none of your busiown
Ihe man Is over HO
The Sacramento convention was
euvers being practiced are those that ness if Its the railroad's fault why years efforts.
of age. very feeble, and without
will be given at the fair. The officers don't they change their old tickets a cent of money. The night before attended by 3,000 delegates and prob other subjects pertaining to the
visitors to Sac home.
In command at the fort desire to then. Young man you're too fresh!" last a street car
employe
found ably brought l.uOOLvery
one was
these Clevenger on the street late at night ramento besides.
make a first class showing at the
It was such exclamations as every
money
Jrjppei In
tho
spende",
and
wit
fair, as the maneuvers will be
that attracted the attention of
to a rooming house
him
and
took
The only School of Domestic
as a result of the con
nessed by General Thomas himself, one in the vicinity of the Santa Fe where he paid for a night's lodging Sacramento
ventlon may be summed up at plac bcience within a radius of 5co
who is coming for the double pur station, the other evening.
for
him.
delegate
at
expenses
of
ing
the
each
pose of attending the fair and meet
After the atmosphere had cleared
about $15 a day for six days. The miles.
lng with the delegates to the Coro somewhat and the irate woman who
convention to be held here will only
nado convention. This convention is had 'been telling the ticket agent a HORSE FEED IS
be In session four days, and the deleattracting wide attention from his- few things, had Indignantly left the
Open to all young women over
gates will probably not number quite
torians of the country. General station with her ticket to Kansas
years who have com
eighteen
conven
many
as
as
Sacramento
the
may
convention
the
addres
Thomas
City, some one asked the cause of
SOARING SKYWARD Hon, though the number has grown pleted
the fuss.
common school
the
yearly since the movement was start
"It's this way," said the agent.
ed and interest in irrigation has in branches.
"That woman prides herself on being
creased. The convention will begin
EL
WHEAT
rather young m appearance, of sylp
According to a local feed dealer four days 'before the territorial fair,
like form and fancy otherwise quite the price of feed for
alis
animals
and a large number of the visitors
For Further Information Address,
as attractive us the maid of sweet
lifteen per cent higher this year to the convention will remain over
sixteen. She came in here and asked most
quality
best
last.
the
of
Oats
than
till
fair.
the
after
me for a ticket to Kansas City and now sell at $2.25 a hundred pounds.
THE ESTANC1A
How to Make Ready.
when I made it out, I punched the and mixed oats at $2.15. wihch is
"The details of tho campaign at
following description as required:
15 per cent over last the Sacramento congress, where
it P. 0. Agricultural College, N. M,
an
of
increase
MIDDLK
"'WOMAN
AUtU
per
cent
next
Hay
to
was
yeur's
prices.
is
hold
ten
the
determined
STOL'T HAIU SLIU11TLV UKAY
VALLEY
higher. Alfalfa sella at $16 a ton congress in this city, and the manner
Ki'KS DA UK.'
at 80 cents a hundred pound in which the same was carried out
"When 1 handed out that ticket and
A. .1. MORTCL.pi
(meadow ) hay at 70 cents are now well known to the people of
for her to sign, the fuss began. What bale;vegas
Tin- matter of provld
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New
bale;
Mexico.
a
cents
Kansas
at
can
do'.' 11 I fill J that ticket out bale and timothy
Oat lng for the holding of the congress
at 90 cents.
George II. Van Stone, manager for the Iway she thinks she
looks, she
of a board of con
the Hughea Mercantile company, couldn't ride on it for the descrip and wheat hay bring 75 cents a hun will be in charge
trol made up of citizens of New Ladies' and Gentlemen's Suits
owning large general
merchandise tion wouldn't fit. When I told the dred. Whole corn sells at $1.60
of the
hundred; cracked corn, $1.70: wheat Mexico and a
stores in Kstancia and Moriarty, on truth then she did things to me."
bran, $1.60 and red new executive committee of the con CLEANED, PRESSED and REPAIRED
the Santa Fe t'entral railway, Is in
s no Incentive for a young $1.60; native
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- the entertainment
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price
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far
Albuquerque on business.
1 lie
man to be honest any more.
tOS North
Street
Mr. Van Stone says that nothing railroad company ought to change the same as last year as the crops of features are concerned that depends
that grain in this vicinity are good entirelv unon local sentiment and lo
can now stop the growth of the Ks- this
business.
identification
be
derived
pride.
benefits
lo
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cal
The
and none needs to be snipped
tancia valley.
corn is ten per cent higher on ac- from the holding of a congress of
"The past year has been one of
count of the late crops in the middle tnis character air too many to elab
gnat prosperity for the Kstancia THREE OVERFLOW
interview. It
west and 'bran shows an increase of orate upon in a shortevery
valley people," said Mr. Stone at the
111 v- one cog
15 per cent. Patent stock foods show Is the judgment of
si ; u 1 iti:i: iu tiio cami
Alvarado this morning. "I'rops of all
You tun ulMvt
no increase in price.
Itock salt nizanl of the benefits to be derived I.'lls'
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that nothing has been accomplished nullify 011 cliidiiiiK for nun und
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Albu
need another large has given the police considerable tiatulatorv In the extreme.
of fodder.
CASH BUYERS' UNION
school building. There are now three trouble In this city before, turned c. jerque will hi." to provide the
"John IHock. a f.irnn-- residing 8 overflow
schools to accommodate the up again In police court thN mornon the Tijique
br.i.ns and tneigv
dvi'lual who-.miles from
122 North Second
of the third and fourth wards. ing. Three days ago he was ordered wii! make the c.i. .gress second
r.ad. has thiv.ished his wheat and pupiis
fully acres of it made a yield of 2j Two of these overllow schools are out of town and he said he walked none in the ii.'.'iy of the irrigation
bushels to the acre. The berry is in active operation, one near Seventh up to P.ernalillo and was oing on mo-- en en t. You liae plenty of that
to Hagan to get work In the coal cla-- r of men in Albuquerque a:i . I
hard and the quality Is an excellent and Koma and another on South
FANCY (iltOCrjlIF-- S
Fourth street. The third school will fields, but hist night he was found am pe: iYcli;. willing to give the in sTAI'l.i: AMI
iiualitv of No. 2 wheat.
.rmlr of Flour.
be opened next Monday with an at- here on the streets drunk. He pleaddividual i ho.--, n the lienellt of any '..ffi.---- . lt-- t
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of
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about
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ed guilty to being drunk and was givwav the fanners are going into the tendance
III markt't Hlvii)4 oil hand
i:rijlliliiL'
The board of education has already en ten days in jail.
we hive sold 1"0
the mailer of ban I'.ing the puiilicit
fanning
-Till-: UEST ALWAYS."
and will off"
plows within the past couple of ordered the remodeling of a building
nirt i t the coi.gre-&08 W. (Vntrul Ave.
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load for immediate delivery, other tral and
satisfactorily
not
could
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farm Implements are being bought In used temporarily for an overflow pciullar condition he was in last sucie.-- it :s tjouii'i
of 'he .xe uMve committee held THERE IS A REASON WHY
l.irue numbers and in most cases the s. hool. The instructor at this school night, and which condition the offiwas
New
Mexico
in. mediately after
has not Jet been selected.
sale? are made for cash."
who arrested called plain drunkIn the two overflow schools now cer
chosen us the next place of meeting.
Mr. Van Stone s.iid that the Kstan
given
enness,
was
days
by
in
ten
You should see the new and
Jail
I
in operation,
there are seventy-fiv- e
took it upon mse;f to state to tlie
cia valley would send a lur;e delcga
Police Judge Craig this morning.
under- elegant
committee, an I c, distinct
stock of yoods
lion to the territorial fair and when childieu and with the addition of
stand. ng was hid, that we would
he haves for home this evening he forty next Monday the total number
at
V.
equal
Swerlnge-A
man
W.
to
the
attempt
elaborate
pupils.
100
.be
named
considerably
over
not
will
will be loaded down with souvenir
The overflow school which will pleaded guilty to being drunk on the entertainment features which were
fair buttons anil fair advertising mat
one of the live open Monday is for fourth and fifth streets last night, and was fined $5 offered al Sacramento, but that In
ter. Mr. Van Stone
a 16 West Central
In police court this morning.
valley.
the haniling of the congress with a
grade pupils.
bcusurs In the
the store.
The man was sent to the loft to
get some wash boilers which are
stored there and upon lifting one of
these remarked how unusually heavy
It was.
Then glancing at the in
terior he gave a scream and dropped
the boiler to the floor. A compan
ion came to his rescue and U was
then seen that the boiler was almost
filled with a wiggling mass of ugiy
black bats. Thereupon an Investigation of the loft was made and a number of other boilers and metal tubs
were found to contain bats. These
were gathered up and drowned, but
still there remain In the loft of the
warehouse hundreds upon hundreds
of the imp-lik- e
creatures which can
be heard moving and emitting mouselike squeaks all day long.
The 'birds or animals, which ever
they are, cannot see in the day time,
and consequently house up then.
Large numbers of them are seen
nightly flying through the parks and
darting around through the buildings In the city. From the number
of them found this morning, this loft
Is the home of a large part of them.
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We Have Just Received a Full
Line of Carpets and Rugs
Come and See Them.
OUR PRICES ARE THE LOWEST

ALBERT FABER'S
.... Staab Building

W. Central Avenue

308-31- 0

WIIIIHWMMII
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

j

Strictly at

Xt

Columbus
Motel

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily.

o-o- w

MADAM

STEWARDLAMB

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Exclusive Millinery

son-in-la- w

Superior Lumber and Mill Co.
We have the only planing mill In the southwest that Is equipped to make Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts and Fixtures or
anything that a first class planing mill Is expected to do at reasonable prices. Write or call on us before placing your order for mill
work.

"

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT

oaxoxocxxoocx
OOCXXXXXOCXXXOCXKX

Co.
Insley Cycle
WcHt Gold
20Hl--

2

BICYCLES
KEY FITTER

SPORTING GOODS
REPAIR ANYTHING

toooooooocxxiocxx
TTXXXXXXXXXX

JXXTXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXrXXlM

1

The Parisian

HOME
g

Beauty Parlors

OUTFITTERS

liu

Hair Dressing
Shsmpoolni
Scalp Treatment
Children's Hair

Every Thing
Necessary for

Housekeeping

25-BUSH-

DAVIS & Z EARING

305

NXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXlfc

C. F. Allen

Tin

Merchant Tailor

a-

first

SUGAR FREE!

rl(l.

-

Mr. and Mrs.

Cornices, Sky
Lights, Stock
and Storage
I Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

The President,

-

C

W. Gold A ye.

Galvanized

Consult

Jobbing

ALL WOltK

,

'i

uinviiic

E. MAHaRAM'S

S8

AUSOIXTKLV GUARANTEED.

HUS. COPP and PFTTTT.
ROOM 13. N. T. AKMIJO UIJX3.
"

i,
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"TRIED and TRUE"

ii:si:i;vi: yoch iik.iii:st con.
SlUKItATION.

Loose leaf Ledgers and De- vices have been "tried" and
found to be "true."

.

of tlii'iii now, during their
Have YOU Given Them a Trial ?
'IiimiI lie' wht-the -- train ix great,
may mean much suffering in after
We make all styles and sizes,
life, which la easily avoided now. Let
um examine them;
we will tell you also special ruling and BLAkKBOOKS
their exact condition without charge.

C. H. CARNES, O. D.
The Central Avenue Optician

III Central

Ave.

l'lione

432.

HOTEL PALACE
Kverythin'

New and

rst
Kates Reasonable
Opposite Depot

OWtN DlNSI)AI.E

Y

Cl.is--

H.

S. LITHGOW,

Bock Binder and Rubber Stamp Maker

Phone 924, 312

s

te

Dentist

Affined

Your Children's Eyes

An-oili- er

-

Reliable

Gold

305 West Gold

pIcTcoIt

."

a

Full Sot of Teetii
Filling
$1.50 op
(old Crow. is
$A
I'uinUns Extracting.. . M)o

Roofing,

lx,

I

James Slaughter,

Pnprietors

Guttering, etc.
General

Fclal Mssisrt
Elcctrolosls
Manicarlnf
Cutting

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs. Wigs, etc.
KKAIi IIAIH NETS
Sanitary French
Hair Rolls.
The
new pomp Wave. All
shades to be worn under th
hair Instead of ruffing one's
own novelties In back and aid
combs.

i

Z

souta roartn si.

SCHWARTZMAH

W.

Gold,

& WITH

i

Meat, Poultry and Fish
l'ROI'.

21

1

W.

Central, Tel. 628

ALBUQUERQUE
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IRELAND

SLOGAN

FOR

HERSELF"

ACCIDENTS

IS

V

Dublin, Ireland. Sept. 18. Alndras are uncle
to Ireland's cause. They
legislation
atis(actory
O'Broln. general secretary of the rannot get
commons, ana
" ""
"
'
Sinn Fein National Council, gives Slnn
feln believes
time has come
the following as the obJct and or- - when thev should the
be withdrawn. We
Canlsation of that society:
to set up In Dublin a parliament
wnt
(pronounced
felnn
Shin of our own wtnout Kngland's
Fein
Is an Irish expression, mean- ,, we
,, )f we have
Ing ourselves a one. and it repre-- a
unj,e( nntlon with us.
course
en la exactly the designs of the uch a parlament could ruleOf onlv
by
We want Ireland for,morai forcei but
movement.
irean(1
la ln earn.
a,one
onry
y,
not
ponucai
ourselves
pst ,tJ( m(ln,,atpR wouU) have aM ,he
but also industrially. The Industrial
over the people that the house
part of our campaign makes Sinn of commons
has
We are making the
Fein unique
No Irritation Intended.
"f.1, a't1fr"I' ln belaud s history to, ..V, don't advocate this plan to Ir- settle the discontent and unrest In rltate EnK,nnd.
We have no desire
our country along economic lines. t0
pnprck England In any way.
I

Danger From Explosion Not
So Great as Generally
Believed.

r

'

con-Fayn- e)

,,er

mm

m.m-mm-

3?

Tlio Irish National Industrial Exsltloii at Iullln. llUa exhibition
summer Ium marvolouHly aidod tlio .Sinn Fein party movement.
We have come to realize that the result In an Industrial boom.
Of
"" iiiwving iorce or
modern course. England would not recognize
worm is economic, and the
we believe Irish consuls.
Their positions would
Ireland can come to her own
ue
unofficial;, but they
there, Is an industrial revival amongIf wouldennreiy
succeed ln their duties never
the people.
theless,
for foreign
commercial
"We put In the forefront of our houses would
not refuse to listen to
program the reawakening
of a spir- them simply because the Irish people
it of constructive nationalism. We and not
British house of com
want to see factories built, and to mons paidthe
their salaries.
have Irishmen realize the
of supporting home industries.
We
ION'T WAIT.
want a general
scientific survey
made of Ireland for development Take Advantage of Albuquerque Citi
purposes. We want technical schools
zen s ivxiHTieiioo ueiore it s
opened.
Too
When the back begins to, ache.
Wliat They Want.
Don't wait until backache becomes
we want a national university, chronic:
ln spirit, neither Cath- Till serious kidney troubles
de
uiic nor
velop;
Ism Is one of our vital 1iim
Till
urinary
destroy
troubles
"It may appear that we have put mgni
s rest.
mm in me DacKground, but
by an Albuquerque citizen's
Profit
this is not so. We have simply
vuma 10 realize mat the British par- experience.
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308 Baca
liament will not grant to us
avenue, Albuquerque, N. M., says:
home rule we want. The kind the
of "I never had backache to speak of
home rule England may be willing
to give us would throw Ireland Into until I came here Ave months ago
In and became an almost
worse confusion than now exists. If when it set annoyance.
If I would
we are ever to have home rule, we continual
long,
stand
and when I would wash
must take It ourselves.
my back was so painful as it seemed
"Ireland's members of parliament
The persistent aching
Our advocacy of boycotting British-mad- e to killmeme.
so nervous at times that I
made
goods has nothing In It pecul- could
hardly
control myself. A friend
iarly hostile to England.
We
and neighbor recommended Doan's
working simply for Ireland, and are
we Kidney
Pills to me so I procured a
want to Ignore England.
box. I had not used more than half
"If we had our own national leg- of
them
islative council, elected by the people back had before the distress in my
ended and I was relieved
and governing by moral mandates,
which
we have been asked what work could of headache, an annoyance
had distressed me a great deal. Now,
be accomplished.
The council could If
any
I
sign of backache, I
notice
adopt a uniform system whereby all
Immediately appeal to Doan's Kidpublicly elected Irish bodies, such as ney
Pills
a
and
few doses suffice to
county councils and poor law boards, dispel every
indication of the trouwould support Irish industries; It ble."
could levy a voluntary tax for techniFor sale by all dealers. Price 60c.
cal education; it could cause united Foster-MllbuCo., Buffalo, N. T.,
action by harbor, ports and dock sole agents for the
United States.
boards to arrange foreign shipping.
Remember the name Doan's and
It could send Irish consular represen- take
jg
no
other.
tation to the principal foreign capio
tals to develop trade relations.
One pint mineral water cures and
"We believe the
of prevents constipation. Ask your groa consular service forestablishment
Ireland would cer for It
UU

niritv

Ite.

an
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Washington, D. C. Sept. 18. Bui
letin 297 of the V. H. geological sur
vey, says:
Any statement giving the number
acand character of the
cidents ln the United States must necessarily be somewhat
Incomplete.
coal-mini-

The I'nlted States geological survey,
ln collecting the statistics
of, coal
production, does not directly obtain
Information in regard to accidents,
but through the courtesy of state
and territorial mine ln.pi'tors and
other officials da'H concerning accidents have been furnished for publication by the survey.
On account of
the prominence
given by the press to mine explosions
the opinion is generally held that the
danger from explosion Is greater
than any other to which the miner
Is llalble, and that most of the lives
i lost
In mines are lost ln this
way.
statistics do not bear out this impression.
IniiKcr Xot Great.
The danger from gas or dust explosions is serious, but it appears
that the number of deaths from this
cause In 1906 was only 15 per cent
of the total. More than three times
as many deaths were due to falls of
roof and coal, but accidents of this
kind kill only a few at a time, and
accounts or them are seldom carried
far from the mines. Nearly one-ha- lf
(991 out of 2061) of the fatal acci
dents reported from twenty states
were due to falls of roof or coal, 228
were due to gas and dust explosions,
and 20 to other causes.
Maryland reports the lowest death
rate (1.09 per thousand), Michigan
being second, with 1.51, and Missouri
third, with 1.6S. Colorado reports
the highest (7.74) and West Virginia
the next highest (5.65.)
Detailed statistics concerning accl
dents ln coal mines in the United
States are given in an advance chap
ter from "Mineral Resources of the
united States, Calendar Year 1906,"
on the production of coal In 1906, by
r.. v .
wnicn win soon be
ready for distribution.
i'ai-Ker-

,

IIOTKL AHKIVAIjS.
Alvamdo,
T. L. Myers and sister. Mrs. Lee,
Los Angeles; F. D. Wetherby and
wire, Koston: J. J. Martin, Milwaukee; Victor S. Clark. Washington, D
C; A. U Hobbs, Raton; R. S. Sum

mer, Denver; John Hlxenbaugh. Ha- ion; u. w. Wagner, Detroit, Mich.;
It. E. Twltcbell, Las Vegas; L. C
Alexander. Philadelphia, Pa.: W. N
Flege, Dragoon, Ariz.; A. W. Eaton,

uenver.

Grand Central.
D. T. Thompson. El Paso; O. F.
Newman, Flagstaff;
A.
Ooldberg,
Kansas City, J. T. Gable, Cimarron,
N. M.

KtiirgetT Kurofwan,
John Flnlangson. Sellnman. Ariz.!
John Ruff, Kelly, N. M.; O. H. Van
Stone, Estancla: Joseph Bibo, Ber
nalillo; w. A. Brown, Cerrillos; Mrs.
W. S. Brooks, Wharton, Tex.; H. A.
Burnham, La Jara, Colo.;
Willard
Whipple, Show
Lon, Ariz.; Earl
Stock, Show Low, Ariz.; Oeo. Packer. Jr., Denver; II. Miller, El Paso,

Texas.

Savoy.
Las Vegas; C. R.
I'hilhrick. El Paso; J. H. Rendl.
Pittshurg. Pa.;
D. O. MacDonald.
San Francisco; Mrs. A. H. Thompson, N'atterson. La.; Ward D. Thomp
son. Natterson. La.: Orange Seeley,
Castle Dale. Utah; William A. Erbe,
Chicago; Mrs. D. Baca de Chavez,
C.

H. Trester,

Helen.

llotol Crnlge.
J. Carter and wife, Kettner; Q.
P. Van Sameg- ham, Kansas City; Louts Cox, Chi
cago; L. R. Piatt. San Marclal; J.
Kemp, Kansas City.
V.

F. Barndnle. Mexico:

J
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PAWNEE
BILL- -

'

BANK OF COMMERCE of - ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVEUY mOPEtt AOCOMMODATIOX
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
$ 1 50,000.00

1

Of floors and Directors:
SOLOMON LUNA, President.
W. S. STTtlCKLEK,
Vice Prcsddmt and CbkIiU r.
WILLIAM McINTOSII,

J.

A. M. BLACK WELL

w. J. JOIEfSON,
Assist

Cashier.

C. BALDKIDGE,

O. E. CROMWELL.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

'7"

'

im.

AS

X-

3

RF.rr. is.

WITH AMPIJ5 MKANS
AXD tTNSCRPASSFD FACILITIES

W.LILLIE

A

INDUSTRY

Remarkable Plan of Home Rule Advanced by Sinn Fein (Ourselves
Alone) Society for the Island.

wrnvKsnir,
HAJOH GORDON

IN

COAL M

F NEW STRONG PARTY

CITIZEN.

ETEITCira

J

ALBUQUCRQUm

-

NSW MEXICO

capital end surplus. $100,000

MAJOR

INTEREST

GOTtDON

W.L1LHZL
ASABANREH

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

jCp
M

A

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

In winter. Major Gordon W. Llllie, tne nation laments.
Throueh
the
sedate bank president
and distin- years, Major Lillle struggled hope- iuuy
tirelessly.
and
He was not
guished fellow townsman. In sumALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
listened to until a few months ago.
mer, Pawnee Bill, rampant and ro- Then,
when almost too late. rtflnltB
mantic showman, scurrying aibout tho action was taken. Congress voted to
country ln buckskins, sombrero and esiaDiisn and maintain a great
OmCKRm AMD OIBUCTOR
na
dangling hair; shooting glass balls tionnl preserve In Oklahoma. There,
JOSHUA
8.
RAYNOLD8
PitMidaml
accuracy;
with unfailing
parading in ideally rugged and solitary sur
M. W. FLOURNOY
ahorse through city streets; the ex- roundings, enorts will be made to
VJc PrMldent
IHANK McKM
uberant companion and guide of a restore the animal. Major Llllie has
CaWr
Heterogeneous horde of Indians, cow- given generously from his private
R. A. FROST
AaaltUnt Cashiar
boys,
Hindus,
Arabs, Singhalese, neiu oi
tieawts to aid
H. r. RATNOLDi
Diraetor
African arlbesmen;
bands playing, ln the accomplishment of the pur
Hags waving,
crowds gaping, side pose.
The capture of a band of despera
show "speelers"
u. m. DmPomiTtutr
and ticket sellers
clamoring; retiring nightly dusty and does who had terrorized the terri
Capital
Antboriied
tory,
dangers
tne
alighttired in one community and
and encounters of
I50MM.H
ing from his resplendent private car the trail and other stirring incidents
Paid Up Capital, Borplna and Profit
26,900.M
or early western civilization crowd
ln another.
Depositary far Atchlsaa, Topeka ft Santa Fc rtsllway Company
Such are the two curiously opposed his history as "White Chief of the
lives of the man who attained nation Pawnees," and the making of Okla
al fame toy opening Oklahoma to homa thrust him into world-wid- e
Wealthy cattlemen held
public settlement.
A "Jekyll and prominence.
Hyde" existence,
he,
himself, has the fertile acres without right or
warrant, defying and denying en
chucklingly characterized it.
The varied fields of human activ croaehment or ejection. Longing, but
ity afford no more Interesting a study hesitating, ranchmen turned to Major
Llllie.
Would he take the initiative
than the career of this many-eide- d
man.
adventurous flelnst the powerful squatters?
The
Brave
and
achievements and eager, roving fancy "Wiute cnier was ready, convinced
are strangely blended with practical that the land was wrongfully with
business perspicuity, intense applica- held from public occupation. At the
tion and innate domestic qualities. head of five thousand men, grimly
Every step from childhood has been prepared to assert their rights, he
a contest and every diversified con advanced upon the common enemy.
test a victory. He has risen above wasnington, alarmed, bade the inhardship and privation to a position vaders wait and immediately congress passed a bill officially throwsolitary
ln its unique accomplishing open Oklahoma to homesteaders.
ment and Issue.
At the head of Turkey creek, the
Major Llllie signs the treasury bills
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
Valley National leader of the movement located his
of the Arkansas
bank; Pawnee Bill the payroll of a claim. Today the city of Pawnee
DEPOSIT
YOUR FUNDS IN THE
great "wild west
and
far east stands a memorial to his brave
show. Major Llllie presides at meet- energy and genius, and he is its wonings of dignified bank directors and der and its pride.
The quiet, reserved
gentleman,
of city officials; Pawnee Bill sits at
with an
the head of the councils or itinerant short of stature, brown-eyedignity
of
air
supbstantlality
and
Major Lillle
amusement purveyors.
you
may
whom
encounter
Pawthe hoblocks;
in
office
builds hotel and
ALBUQUERQUE
superintends the tel or In the financial district, deep
nee Bill critically
daily erection of a circus "big top.' in discussion with men of commercial affairs, is Major Gordon W. LllMajor Lillle rejects a doubtful
dollar bond Issue; lie, president of the Pawnee bank, of
Pawnee Bill a spurious half dollar. the board of trade, and of the local
Major Lillle has a horrof of pub school board, a most exemplary citilicity; Pawnee Bill is picturesquely zen who detests noise and bombast
and cherishes the quiet seclusion of
conspicuous.
for his luxurious home. But If you susMitnr Lillle engrosses himself afpect that he will bear watching, folsix months in the contracted HUle
low him to his springtime lair! From
S
fairs of Pawnee. Okla.; Pawnee Bill
emerges every spring intimately in under the ample crown of his wide- - brimmed hat
bulging
tangle
a
of'
every
or
ir...uiiiercm
formed
per and manners; produce, resources nair is iosed and falls to his shoulana ders. He shakes himself and emits
and commerce; municipal, civilnnana whoop.
bands are
license laws; and population,facilities,- blowing,
horses stand saddled, plumclal condition and railroad
ed
caparisoned,
and
the steam calspecific knowledge required for the
Is shrieking, richly-decke- d
elesuccessful conduct of his nomadic en- - liope
phants and camels sway to and fro,
JmoW T.llllrt is "Pawnee Bill" be gorgeously glided chariots await the
the signal to start the parade, Indians
cause the Indians and men of way.
and cowboys slap and salute him
plains will have him no other
and familiarly and small boys
The sobriquet was given to him in fondly
gaze
at him with fascinated awe.
he lawless days of me inumuiui--..Bill has returned to life.
Pawnee
uu
ma
tory. He nail leu quest
The Pawnee Bill show will visit
of the roliloomlngton. 111., In
acquire- - this city on next Monday.
After- AND
mantic exploit and material
noon and evening performances will
th earlv west ottered. he
mile-lon- g
given,
pa
a
his
and
of
street
endowments
The characteristic
rade will Inaugurate the day. "The
mind were courage. sirei Bui
had Great Train Robbery," a melodrashrewdness. From childhood h and
matic spectable In two scenes. Is one
been a marvel among marksmen
of the features of the entertainment.
of
anotheosis
iuraiii
ih
spirits of his It employs a locomotive and train
Among the turbulent
v.
of cars In reproducing a famous borv made
m
iibW environment.
hold-uhis personality and prowess felt. IK der day
was cowpuncner, trappy.
A HOY OR GIUL CAN K.VKX AS
lorer. scout, nunter, ii'
MICH AS A MAN.
K1GLJ.A.HUH.
iamous ...
ESTART.laTTrr 1111
and soldier by turn, and ucum.o
lie
avocation.
each
want
boys
girls
want
We
and
' and
who
con
friend, counsellor
to earn money to solicit subscriptions
fidant of tne l eu men. i j.!......--of
to The Kansas
City Weekly Star.
him in their shifting ciri alloted to Don't hesitate because you are young,
jov and sorrow and
as you can do the work as readily
differ-e.ue- s
mm the adjustment of their th th, as older persons and we will pay you
among themselves and
Just the same.
The Kansas City
nale-facthe annoinled child of edu Weekly Star Is the best known
weekFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Horse ly newspaper ln the west and your
Spotted Horse. Good Chief.
spare
spent
will
working
It
time
for
and
Eagle
Old
Chief. Roaming Hear.
pay you handsomely, not ln toys,
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Btarte Oroc.rl. .m
IWt 'Hand were some of "the bold watches or other small wares, but in
la ta. Southwest.
warriors,
Pawnee
cash. Write today for terms and full
annals, who gathered at
Information. Address
'
um
lire and voted
CITY M'FKKLV STAR
""-- " '',,,,;,1 Till: K.VSS
AND
hlef of their
Kunsas City, Mo.
,.,
greatest honor tney n
y"""' '
iineiit is "'"
,"
iheir
aii
RAILROAD AVBNTJB.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. U.
before or since to a white
"
.
i c
THE MAN WHO SWEARS BY
my Indian ti lle.
taking
at
'
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER
his Inlluence nl lu'm"
()m.
wards, immediately m"
is the man who
with
"I't''durinK hU experiences
has tried to get
.... .
on tne
,,e Pa.;ees me
the same service
ai
prairie that
?
out of some
...
f liutl. noes was on.
'"-;,
other make
Iieids xaiiislung one o
"'.
"' 0'7".'llv
f ruthless hunters
world,
:,,, all over thethe
. The telephooe make the
Tbe
g ex er
telephone
preeerraa
..me... Plated,
,
tne
of
llghtH-inination
.datiea
your beaith, prolongs ear Ufa
"';",
tbecarealeaa
hu
,,,,
Vmerii'.in animal.
"l
:,ire loud In arnln(t protest, but
and the worrtea fewer.
Clean Light Durable
and protects jour home.
rSi
l,e.-,- i
was given.
Guaranteed Waterproof
Winter
but only talked
and Sold Everywhere
in season and out of
M.,1 summ-- r.
ITOU KEL
A TKLEPnoXE IX TOUR HOME
;
.son. the slaushter wem
t
is inc. cuiut.
Mortuary
us sso. there was api"'f"" ,""
limit to the number or
CwOwOSwO0XMOCOwOwOeOCO
day ihu creature U nearly extinct and j
0OwOCOwOOOQCwOwJwOxi
pure-oiood-
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WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY

d,

STATE NATIONAL BANK

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Red-coat-

Wholesale Grocers

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

,

ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

,

-i-

p.

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

e.

,

ii"'

.

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

1

-

uuiivuiiibiiUB - uuiiiiuii -

.

.

uPl-roac-

decuniy

i"

.

i

';

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

(i

EVENING

'ALBUQUERQUE

wmxrxnAT, sept, is. ito7.

pace

CITIZEN.

SEVEN.

RAILROAD SHOPS

FOR TOWN OF

OOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

THEATER

THE NEW CRYSTAL
Dm

I

CIRRI

H. CORD ICR, Mgr.
120 Gold Avenue

Interests
Opening week commenced Monday Lumber and Other
night, September 16, with two shows
Causing Rapid Growth
every night at 8 and 9:15 o'clock and
2:30,
to
of Population.
matinee every afternoon at
follow. This week's bill Includes:
. T
MCLOUD AND MELVILLE
Cimarron. N. M., Sept. 18. (Spec
Double Harp Singing and Dancing ial.) W. H. Jackson, of Alamogor
N. M., Is here looking up the
do.
Artists.
lumber Interests of this place. He
soxgs.
visited the lumber tracts of the Fenil
canon last week and reports this por
franks.
thi: Comedy
of the territory able to furnisn
tion
Quartette.
The Famous
the finest loggtng prospects In the
southwest. He is negotiating the pur
"AN AWFTTi SKATE,"
chase of an Interest in the Cimarron
And Other Features.
Lumber company.
w. K. Christie, who has been on
nmt
7:30.
Doors Open at 2:00
with the St. Louis. Rooky
& Pacific railroad for the
LADIES' SOUVENIR MATINEE Mountain
past two years, has resigned his post-i.-- n
i1rl til
nronertv here and re
Every Tuesday and Friday Afternoons
turned to Pawpaw. Mich., his old
home. Mrs. Christie and daughter,
xtarimret will loin him there In
days. Mr. Christie expects later
Matinees 10 and 20 cenU few
W. r.
tn inpitu In the aoutnwes'..
Whlteman, who has been living on
Evenings 10, 20 and 30 cents the
Houten,
his
Van
of
Robert
ranch
boucht the Chris je no'ne.
J. M. Alvey, president of the Tu
cumcarl Printing company, of Tu
cumcari. N. M., has beta looking over
the town with a view to putting in a
here.
nrlntine establishment
A treat many new houses are go
..i
V f. X .
.' T. - ,(
and busiraideno
ing up here, ootn
work is greatness, but consi.-uoliii.- i
carpenters.
ly handicaped by la.-- of
Kev, Samuel ijiuim, pasur ui i
M. K. church sou:h, left yesterday
for Elkins, N. M.. where he goes to
dispose of his property at tnai piucu.
Mr. Linge has been on me
field but four months, but In that
ortime has worked up a creditable
ganization and has built a church
He will return the latter part of the

1liastrated
four

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH
F

WANTED

FOR RENT Two rooms for light
501
housekeeping.
No Invalids.
North Second street.
Light, airy
Foil KKNT
rooms for rooming or light
housekeeping.
All rooms opening
on the outside. Price, 1 per week
and up. Minneapolis House, 524
Nouth Second. A. T. Devjre, Pro- prletor.
furnished
RENT Pleasant
FOR
room to lady In good health. 628
South Arno street.
FOR RENT A" few nicely furnished
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no Invalids. Hotel Cralgc,
Silver avenue, between First and
Second streets.

WANTED Carpenters, coal miners,
trimmer, ratchet
lumber grader,
setter, also waitress, $30 month,
room and board.

--

The public schools here opened
last week with a la.e enrollment.
Miss Margaret Cavanaugh, Miss Mar-laEllis, and Miss Mable King, constitute the corps of teachers.
The crowded condition of the ho
tels of this town Is evidence of the
boom which Cimarron is experlenc
The St. James, under the man
In.
agement of John Duquette; the Swasthe
tika, managed by Mrs. Savage; Mrs.
Livingston hotel, managed by
Uvintrstnn and daughters, and the
rwrnrrl. manaeed by W. B. Marling,
than
with a total capacity of more night
one hundred rooms, have been
ly turning away guests.
The Cimarron & on n western ran
ay has five engines and fifty cars
shipped and en route between Cimar
ron and Kansas City, lor use on us
ew line un the Penil river.
A new county bridge Is being put
across the Cimarron river on the
the old and new
street connecting
owns.
Th s improvement is greaiiy
needed as the old bridge Is Becoming
unsafe. .
bank la
National
The Cimarron
on
building
erecting a fine bank
Ninth street. Just across from the
will
be two
Dark.
The building
tnries hiirn. hu Dv so leei.
was
Allison,
assist
who
S.
Henrv
clerk of the last session
ant chief
engageu
nf th ipe slature. has been
by the Raton Range to do editorial
.News ana
work on the Cimarron
Press, which is publisneu Dy wi
Ranee Printing company.
With the building of the machine
hons and round house of the C. &
N. w. railway here, the town win
have a large population of railroad
men. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific has already a large
force of men employed in the shops
of that road which are located here
m

A;

ft

3M

Masquerade
Thursday,
September 19
45 Minutes

of Amusement

Crystal Theatre
SOXGS:

Don't Leave Mo Dolllc.
Old Hampshire Home in. tlie
Dell.

D

Mother's Dreams.
Followers of Women.
Gambler's Quarrel.
FaLsely Accused.

i. It.

SCOTTI,

Musical Director.

THE BOSTON IDEAL
CO,

20 PEOPLE 20

Sick Headache.
This disease Is caused by a de
raiigemeiit nf the stomach. Take a
doe of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets to correct this disorder
and the sick headache will disap
pear. For sale by all Druggists.

COMIC OPERA

Opening Night

Sunday, August 15
TEA DIAVOLO"

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

in mm i
REVISED,
Everything New and

Change of Bill TuesdayThursday and Sunday Nights.

-

ITS

THAT

KNOWN
FROM

TRACTION PARK CASINO

coast
TO

This

Is mi

ailment

for

which

rh;imt.erlain's Pain ltalm has prov
In almos
ft) PHtlft'l allv valuable.
p.vni instance it altor.is prompt an

coast:

SAME

GREAT

PLAY

EaOSt
,n
ItfjQyy

Voirk

Mr.
Luke Ltt
reJief.
Hauler' Reiiilevoiis,
hya of
f Orange. Mich..
IjM ltlver, HIs- rem
other
and
plaster
a
using
After
Square,
Muilison
p.iie for three weeks for a taa iam
Steam
back, I purchased a bottle or Cham liluckuell's
Boats, Ete.
berluln's Pain Halm, and two appll ltiincli. Row
75
Cents.
PRICES 25. 33. 50 aiul
cations affected a cure." tor sal
Advance Sale Monday, Sept. 10.
by All Druggists.

i.prmnnent

SEE?-

Irailil

Employment

this column.
WANTED Chamber mahl, tine livpreferred.
Hotel
ing at home
Oalge. Silver avenue
woman for general
WANTED
Mrs. J. B. Herndon,
housework.
216 North Ninth street.
WANTED Carrier for paper route,
salary $15 per month; short hours.
Call, 1204 South Edith street.
WANTED A good milk cow for cost
of feed. Address, G. E.. this office.

WANTED 500 young chickens at
once. Address, O. E., care this of-

Bred-to-La-

BualncssollegeLlbraryullding.

WANTED Ladies deslrlngnew fall
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 512 North Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors.
Also apprentices wanted. Phone
944.

man,
Young
WANTED Situation.
23 years of age, desires permanent
position with a good reliable firm,
llhve had three years' general office experience aa bill clerk on a
typewriter and can furnish refer- ences ir desired. fiease address
Box C. L. L.. care Citizen office.
WANTED 'Able bodied, unmarried
men. between ages of 21 and 35;
citizens of United States, of good
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
English. For Information apply to
Recruiting OfTlcer, 203 E. Central
Ave., Altiuquerque, New Mexico.

e
e
e
e
e

LOST

FPU PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
August 19. 1907.
o
Notice Is hereby given that
Carabajal, of Atrlsco, N. M.,
has filed notice of hla intention to
make final five year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
No. 7260. made September 29, 1902
NE 14. E 14 SE 14, Secfor the E
tion 30, Township 11 N, Range 2 W.
and that said proof will be made De
fore H. W. S. Otero. U. S. court com
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
October 5. 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Juan Baca v Anova, Romulo Chav
ez, Juan Castas, Donaclano Tapla, all
of Atrlsco, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

and

FOUND

An opportunity If you did not
use these columns.
FOUND Through The Albuquerque
Citizen.
LOST Small black ami brown dog.
answers to name of Captain. Reward for his return to 220 North
Seventh street or telephone 691.
STOLEN" A Victor bicycle. Sept. 14,
from In front of the City Library
building. A reward will be paid,
and no questions asked if returned
to 419 South Fifth street.
I

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., August zu.
1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Miguel
Lopez, of Old Albuquerque, N. M.,
has tiled notice of his Intention to
make final five year proof in support
of his claim, viz: Homestead t;niry
No. 9473, made May 25. 1906, for
the EH, SWIi. Lots 3 and 4, Section
7, Township ION.. Range 6E., and
that said proof will be made before
Probate Clerk of Bernalillo county
at Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Frederlo Gallegos. Darlo Chavez,
Venceslado
Jaramillo.
Jose Lion
Grlego, all of Alhuqueraue. N. M.
R.
OTERO,
MANUEL
Register.
NOTICE WMl PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
Ausust 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby g'ven that Cres- N. M., has
Cabezon,
of
enclo Martin,
filed notice of his Intention to make
final five year proof In support of his
claim, viz: Homestead Entry No.
K''2. made January 24, 1905. for the
lots 7 and 8, Section 30, Township
16 N, Range 6 W., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. S.
uttro, U. S. court commissioner, at
Albuquerque, N. M., on October 5,
190 7.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Montoya, of Bernalillo,
N M. : Eugenlo Chavez, of Bernalillo,
N'. M.; Elias Montoya. of Sandoval,
N. M.; Jose Chavez, of San Mateo, N.
M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If you want anytmng on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
if The Evening Citizen. We get results.
o
K i ! ' I for Indigestion and Dyspep
sla. a combination of natural digestants and vegetable acids, digests the
food luelf and gives strength and
health to the stomach. Pleasant to
take. Sold by J. H. O Rielly & Co,

SALESMEN

6 acres

PR.

I.

riRsrAclass
shoemaker
NO HEP AIR

ew

Thyslclnn ami Surgeon.
Highland office, 610 South Walter
street. Phone 1030.

street
Three room house and
an acre of land, three
miles north of town..
Three room house, fur-

400

nished complete, two
good horses, spring
wagon and one acre
600
of land
Six room house, West
New York avenue... 2,500
Six room house, West
Marquette avenue . . . 1,800
hoiiw, cement
New
walks, iMim. lot 80xH00
feet. Ju t outside city lim1,750
its. , .
Randies, from 2 to 200 ncres.
IOR RENT.
House, from 2 to 8 rooms.
Six
room brick liouse,
ha til,
cellar,
Fourth
$20.00
wnrd
Money to loan In sums
to suit.

Highland Livery

C. A. FRANK

7

Saddle horses a specialty. Be
drivers In the city. Proprietors
"Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
Phone 696,
112 John Street

MIL,L,INBRY

PR. J. E. KRAFT

EDMUND J. AIGER, P. P. 8.
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.
308 West Central Ave.
PI Kino 458.

LAWYERS

Office,

FA NCYWORK

law.

First National Bank Building,

Attorney at Law.

Don't Forget The

Alubqucrque, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN TOE CITT.
When in need of sash, door, frames
etc Screen work a specialty. 40!
South First street. Telephone 40S.

IRA M. BOND

Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights,
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks, Claims.
32 F. street, N. M. Washington, P. C.
TIIOS. K. P. MADDISON

Thos. F. Keleher
DETOES REAPT PAINT
One Gallon Covers 800 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF rAIJCT
Stops Leaks, Lasta Five Years.
JAP-A-LA-

2nd Street

408 West Rmllreed Avenue

Attorney-at-La-

Agent for

TOTI e OR API

Office with W. B. Chllders,
117 Went Gold Avenue.

Travelers' Insurance Co ,
Hertford. Conn.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hu
Oraln and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines LlqnoH
and Cigars. Place your orders Is
this line with us.
7
NORTH TH ID ST.

INSURANCE
B. A. SLEYSTER

tll-m-11-

Insurance, Real Estate, Notary
Public.
Rooms 12 and It, Cromwell Block,
Albuquerque, N. 31. Phone 136.
A.

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Fresh and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLIENWOR'S
Masonic Building. North TTJ-- 4 Vtr

All Kinds of

E. WALKER

Fire Insurance.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
217 West Central Avenue.

MISCELLANEOUS
WILLIAM WALLACE M'CLELLAN
Justice of the Pence. Precinct
No. 12. Notary Public.
Cdlc lions.
Of lice 221 North Scomd Street.
723
North Fourth Street
Resilience
Alubqucrque, N. M.
A Humane Apiieal.
humane citizen of Richmond
Ind.. Mr. U. D. Williams. 107 West
Main St.. says: "I appeal to all per
sons with weak lungs to take Dr
King's New Discovery, the only rern
ecly that helped me and fully come
un to the proprietor's recommenda
Hon." It saves more lives than all
o'her throat and lung remedies put
tocether. Used as a cough and col
iiie the world over. Cures asthma
bronchitis, croup, whooping cough,
phthisic
hoarseness and
nulnsy.
hemorrhages of the lungs an
builds them up. Guaranteed at all
dealers. 5'Jc. ad $1.00. Trial bottl
free.
n
The Leggctt and Plc.tt No. 1 sprln
it.lv 1.. Sol on thirty days approval
by
Never sigs. (iuarantied 10
tak
us and the makers. We will
part payment
voiir old spring In
Telephone 3'6. Futtelle Furniture
of
viaduct. Sole agents.
Co., west end

Goltf

LIVERY, SALES, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.

Office Cromwell Block,

M. L. SCHUTT

224 W.

Wilson

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad an
Copper Avenue.

E. W. POBSON

List It With

C

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Attorney at Law.

Property
To Sell or Rent

Stamping; Pone to Order.
Materials for
Mrs. M.

Alubqucrque, N. M.

Gold lye.

te

FANCY DR Y GOODS

R. W. P. BRYAN

A. Montoya
If You Have

New Fall Hats,
Styles
LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
MISS CRANE
flW. fefftf .FFanf44
Up-To-Da-

Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and S, Barnett Building,
Over O'RIelly's Drug store.
Appointments made by mall.
Phone 741.

Attorney at

rir

New ai rivals of flnett Foreign Ma
terlals; handsome line In browns, th
leading shade for the coming season.
N. T. Armijo Building.

DENTISTS

1,000

rmoNT, toa North

TAILOR

BARGAINS

m

Eft

L. C. GIELITZ

DRS. BUONSOX & BROXSON
Honieopatlilo Physicians
and Surgeons. Over Vann' Drng Store.
Phone, Office and Ree., 028.

PR.

E. Central

P. Matteucci

BURTON.

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 5 Barnett Building,
Office hours, 8 to 12, 2 to 5, and
to 8 p. m.

land and three-roo$ 800
abode house
Three room house, four
low, North
Fourth

215 Wfst

L. 1ICST

SOLOMON

202

French Bakery Co.

Pliyslclnn and Surgeon
Rooms 6 A 7, N. T. Armijo Building.

FOR SALE.
good gnrtlen

219 South

WANTED Capable salesman to cover New Mexico with staple line,
high
with $100
commissions
monthly advance, permanent position to right man. Jess H. Smith
Co., Detroit, Mich.
WANTED Salesman. $75 per week
and expenses. P'lapte speriauy. uiu
house.
Permanent.
established
High priced men Investigate. References. Frank H. Jennings, sales
manager Chicago.
WANTED Salesman experienced in
any line to sell general trade In
New Mexico. Liberal commissions
with $35 per week advance. One
salesman earneil $399 last month,
his first experience with us. The
Jewelry Co., CleveContinental
land, Ohio.

Pit. It.

Once, Servant Eirl

ESTATE

REAL

Look for the Label

Occidental IJfo Building.
Toleplione, 88S.

ATLAS EMPLOYMENT
BUREAU
206 8. Second Street

LOST

Desl-derl-

.

Pianos, Organ
rurnltur.
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels
also on SALARIES ANE WAR1
HOUSE RECEIPTS, m low as til
and as high as 1200. Loans ar
prlvatt
quickly made and strictly
Time: One month to ona year given
possession
Ooods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call ine
see mm before borrowing.
THE) HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship ticket to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Grant Blda.
108 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICK8.
Open Errnlnr- -

BREAD

Physician and Snrgnon

Homeopathic

CARDS

BUTTERNUT

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

LOANS.

On

Wanted-- At

BUSINESS

PHYSICIANS

MONEY to LOAN

WANTED An experienced maker at
exonce. Madam Steward-Lnmclusive milliner. 210 South Second
street.
Young married couple
WAITED
wants good room and bonrd In a
private family. Address XXX. enre
Citizen, stating location and price.
WANTED Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping; close In. Address, stating location and price,
H. B. W., care Citizen.
work
WANTED Situation. Outside
by a young man who Is a hustler
and willing to work. Address Box
C, F. D., care Citizen office
WANTED Girl about 14 years old.
native or American, to take care
of baby; good wages. Apply at once
Business College,
at Albuquerque
Library building
WANTED SPANISH STUDENTS
12 lessons $3.00. Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights. Attend
our night
school. Albuquerque

ee-fe-Ce-

NOTICE

PERSONAL PROPERTY

fice.

m

e
WANTED 82,000 FOR ONE.
e YEARS TIME. WILLING TO
I'AV YOU 12 PER CENT OX
CAN
AND
MONEY
0 YOUt
I I RNTSH GOOD
SECURITY.
AT
e INVESTIGATE
THIS
e ONCE. ADDRESS ti. E., CITI- e ZEN OFFICE. e

Agency

Phone 480
109 West Silver Ave
WANTED Boys 14 to 16 years old
at the American Lumber Co.
WANTED ? You can get It through

FOR SALE Horse, buggy and harness. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
Gold avenue.
modern
SALE Five-rooFOR
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N.
Citizen.
FOR SALE OR RENT A newly
built house, with 160 feet front
ground. Inquire 915 North Sixth
street. Owner.
FOR SALE A first class unused
ticket to the City of Mexico and
return. Address "Ticket," care
Citizen office.
FOR SALE Seven head of good
work horses. A. T. Roberts, Roberts' Wagon Yard, 200 North
Urondway.
FOR SALE 102 Armijo Avenue, two
houses; barn. etc. $2,000, $1,500,
cash. B. O. T. Apply on premises.
E. A. Cantrell.
FOR SALE Ranches from 4 to 60
acres each, all under main Irrigation ditch. Near city. Albuquerque Land Company, room 9, Crom- wejj Bldg.
FOR SALE Half Interest In estaby
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
frame house,
FOR SALE
cellar, barn, shed, shade trees,
vines, corner East Copper and Locust. $800, $600 cash. B. O. T. E.
A. Cantrel, 102 Armijo avenue.
frame house,
FOR SALE
barn, chicken yard, out house, cor$1,000,
Cromwell,
ner East and
E. A. Cantrel,
$800 cash, B. O. T.
102 Armijo avenue.

Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, price 75 c.
Family
Pills
for constipa
Hall's
Take
tion.

Bring us your jot wors. Prices
the very lowest and the work will
stand Inspection anywhere. Business
and calling cards a specialty.

tiolbnm's

FOR SALE

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL. APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
disCatarrh Is a blood or constitutional
ease, and In order to cure It you must
take internal remeaies. nanactsLimrni
direct
Cure Is taken Internally, and
ly on the blood and mucous suriaces.
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is not a quack medithe
cine. It was prescribed by one ofyears
best physicians In this country for
Itcom-Is
and Is a regular prescription.
composed of the best tonics known,
bined with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucoua surfaces. The
perrect commnauon or me two increments Is what produces such wonderful
results in curing uatarrn. oena ior testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props..

Program:

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT

ROLLER RINK
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want ad

saves

the

dimes,
Which grow to dollars many
times,
The dollars grow to bank
accounts,
And they grow soon to big
amounts.

in

Take DeWHf, Kidney and Blad
der Pills for backache, weak kidney
and Inflammation of the bladder
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly &. Co.

BORDERS,
NEW AND
HOUSE FURNISHERS.
WE BUY' HOUSESECONDHAND.
HOLD t.lKMlS. 211 W. GOLD AVE.
G. NIRISEN. MANAGER.

UNDERTAKER.

HAIR DRESSER

AND
DIST.

F. W. SPENCER

CHIROPO-

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opposite the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe, is prepared to givs

Architect.

thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and InShe gives massage
growing nails.
Mrs..
treatment
and manicuring.
of comown
preparation
Tlilrty
Bambini's
Had Teller for
Y.rs.
up
and
plexion
skin
cream
builds
the
I have suffered with
tetter for
thirty years and have tried almos improves the complexion, and I
She
countless remedies with little. If any guaranteed not to be Injurious. cures-anThree boxes of Chamber also prepares a hair tonic that
relief.
fallprevents
and
dandruff
hair
torwas
a
Iain's Salve cured me. It
ture. It breaks out a little some- ing out; restores life to dead hair;
times, but nothing to what It used removes moles, warts and superfluous
to do. D. H. Beach, Midland City, hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
For any blemish of lh
Ala. Chamberlain's Salve la for sale machines.
by All Druggists.
face, call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
1221

Souili Wultcr.
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BERNALILLO

PERSONAL
3 14 WEST

but the best material in our
shoe, has been the watchword in the
buying; of the new fall, and winter lines.
At the sme time we paid just as much attention to the style and fitting quality of

jJOTHING

every pair as we did to their reliability.
The result is that we are offering- today
the snappiest and most reliable footwear
you can find. This stattment is backed by
our offer to refund your money if shoes fail
to give satisfaction.

Iivw

M.00

to
to
to
$1.50 to
$1.10 to
$1.00 to

.irl- -

$1.00
$3.00

$5.0(1
$3,311

$3.oo
$2.50

MILLINERY
THESE

ARE

HAT
BUYING
DAYS

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second

HARDWARE

CO,

1907.

AN EYE OPENER

Our watermelons are always
fresh from the ranch and absolutely guaranteednow 2
cents per pound and we follow the market.
We are handling the sweetest Rocky Fords sold in Albuquerque. Try them.

A look at our new fall stock of Suits and Top

.

Coats will convince even the most skeptical
that it's not necessary now-a-dato pay a
custom tailor from $35 to $50 for a suit in
order to be well dressed. It can be done here
at a saving of $15 or $20 a Suit.
ys

MONARCH GROCERY CO.
Phone BO, 307 W. Ctntral

Next Time You Buy Clothes Think Farther

COAL

AMKUK'AN I1IXKK,
CKURIMiOS LUMP.

Than the price, and the way they look when

ANTHRACITE

you try them on. Question is how will they
look in two or three months ?

Furnace,
Xlixed,

Xut.
JAS COKE,
S.MIT1I1XG COAL.
XATIVK KIXDLIXCi.
FOK CASH OXLY.

C'MOAX

I

HANDSOME

1.

WEOXESDAY, RETT.

MELONS

i

S1..MI

THE WAGNER

111

dls-trb- -t

Shoos

Work hliiin
Women' llljrli Whips
Women's Iow Mioes
Women's S'.lmer
Shoes for Hoys and

Is

on busings"".
K i n nil otern w;is .1 jmosetiKer for
Sint.i
this ninrnlnK.
Mr. mul Mr. T. 1. Hanson h;ive
'
(
i II foi ni t on a pleasure
trip.
Rone I i
A. XI. lettli l),uk returneil to Santa
Fe tliis liMiiilnir after a short visit
to the city.
.Attorney It. F. K i.vti'iUs has
to the city from a plea.-iir- e

Kst.-mci;-

OoEiest ILesiUlher Weis

Mcn'ft
MMi'f

COURT

United States grand Jury made
the city from itsThe
final report at 2:4." this afternoon
and was discharged.
IndictFive
ments in Important cases were returned.
as
acted
.ererlno Crollett
olllclal Interpreter.
Only six cases
were brought before the Jury and one
of the.st, was dismissed on lack of
evidence. The session was unusually
short, lasting only three days. Of the
twenty-on- e
of the jury
meiniurs
s one have Journeyed from distant
points
in
Valencia
and
trip t C.iliforni.i.
liernalillo countii'S and will receive
V.
X.
Cozine, of 113 North neat sums for mileage in addition to
Mr.
Sixth str',,,t. lias pnite to Kansas Cliy their regular pay of is a day while
tn viit frietels.
on duty.
On .Monday. Sept. 22. the United
I'r. W. I). Miilcliffe. urReoii for
the S nil I'e at Helen, is in the city States petit jury will meet and proto try the federal cases In which
ceed
on nfticial business.
have been returned.
V. S. Hopewell
Colonel
returned Indictments
Appeal Ch" I'llnl.
to the city this afternoon from a
Yesterday the following cases from
business trip tj Santa Fe.
ower courts were appealed to the
XIr. Homer Wean is in Las Vegas
court:
the guest of friends. .She expects to
M. 1". Htamm vs. Allen II. Waas.
bo absent from the city three weeks, Klock & Owen, attorneys.
A. W. Hayden vs. (leorge J. XIace,
lir.pli Hunt, the live stock commission merchant, has returneil
to Klock & Owen, attorneys.
Case In the matter of the guardianthe city from a business trip to Arl-- i
zona.
ship of Felleita l'erea. (Jaram!llo,
Chavez
and Sedilio attorneys.
Mr. ami XIrs. F. H. Xudlnsr, of San-- i
Kllen Water
vs.
John Ciischler,
ta Fe, are in the city on a visit to
Mrs. XiiiliiiK's parents, XIr. and .Mrs. Frank Ackerman, attorney.
Iiiigaii l ieail tiinlty.
V. H. llahn.
Dugan, who was indicted by
V. X. Townsem)
returned to his theDaniel
Jury tills morn
territorial
home at S inta Fe this morning after ing for larceny, grand
plead guilty and was
a few days visit to the territorial
sentenced to pay a line of jU and
met opolis,
the court costs. Dugan s crime was
Jesus Carcia. deputy treasurer and stealing $33 from the clothing of a
collector of Torrance county, Is in man named Albert Wright in XI
the city from Kstancbi seeing the Mandell'g clothing store about two
sights of the territorial metropolis.
Wright laid aside his
months ago.
V. H. Worth, of North High street
clothes which contained his money
has gone to Chicago to meei XIrs. while he tried on a pair of trousers
Worth, who Is on her return home and in the meantime Dugan rilled the
pockets and got away with $33. This
fiom a visit to relatives In Canada.
money was recovered from Ilugan
John Finley and mm, of Seliginan. by
the police, returned to Wright,
Ariz., are In the city on business and
l?nmre. XIr. Finley is a prominent and the guilty party bound over to
grand
Jury.
ral-e- r
the
of fine goats In Arizona.
ConiltelVitrr Hall Sentcncoil.
XIrs. D. IX Coverdale, 220
West
who was caught
Gold avenue, announces her fall and redDr. O. IT.iby Hall, Albuquerque
police
handed
the
winter millinery opening for Friday making
su
in the Southprions
coins
afternoon, Saturday
evening, ern hotel on July 2 plead
and
guilty
to
Sept. 20 and 21.
r
r
the charge of counterfeiting "before
The death of - Mr. Marina Chuvec Judge Abbott yesterday and was senof
liernalillo,
yesterday tenced to serve two years In the New
occurred
morning at 9:30 o'clock At the age Mexico penitentiary
and pay the
of 4u years. The deceased leaves a costs of the case and pay a line of
husband and one child. The funeral $50.
was held at 9 a. m. today ut Bernalillo.
TOO IiATE TO CLASSIFY.
Engineer
William Htsphnm, of
Neediest, Cal., Is In the city to meet IiST A string of gold beads. Leave
XIrs. Uispham, who has beii In "the
at Citizen office. Reward.
east on a visit to relatives and Is now Foil SALK A 1UX12 wall tent, cost
on her wny home. While in the city
$12; new tn April.
Will sacrUlee
XIr. jtispham Is a guest of Air. and
for $fi. 924 Mountain road.
XIrs. Joe Richards.
SALE tar load of good fat
I'eter Martain and his daughter,, FOU
mares and horses. Can ibu seen at
XIrs. Harry Smith and her children,
Mablnal
Addicts,
Station, X. XI.
left this morning for their home In
Oscar Liffrenig. Harnardo, X. XI.
the east after having (spent the summer in Albuquerque with the family FOH RIO NT Oil .SALE The Minneapolis House, 4 4 rooms, all furof Luke Walsh. XIr. XIartain Is Mn
nished. Can be run as a hotel and
Walsh's father.
rooming house. Hest paying propThe Longworths,
the Ohio con
gressman and President Koosevelt's
erty In Albuquerque.
For terms
write or call on me at El Paso,
eldest daughter, will arrive In the
city tomorrow evening aboard the
Texas, general
delivery, C. D.
Chicago limited unless present plans
Warde.
XIr. and Mrs. Longworth
miscarry.
Kansas liny, new crop; never was
arrived at the canyon yesterday and
if they are content with spending
ficl put on the market. Ity
one day at the El Tovar, they r111 tin' hale, ton or ear lot. K. W. Fee,
4
toJourney
South First Street. Phone Ifl.
continue their
eastward
night and arrive here tomorrow
Not a single case recorded of barEvery
ber's itch from my shop.
Ijost ond Found.
towel and razor thoroughly sterilized.
Lost, between 9.30 p. m., yesterday T. O. Mason, 118 Xorth Third,
and noon today, a bilious attack,
building.
with nausea and sick headache. This
a
by
finding at
DeWltt's Carbolized Witch Hazel
loss was occasioned
drug store a box of Dr. King's New Salve Is good for boils, burns, cuts,
Life Pills, the guaranteed cure for scalds and skin diseases. It Is esbiliousness, malaria and jaundice. pecially good for piles. Sold by J.
25c.
H. O'Hielly & Co.
Felix Ciiiulf

RAIIPOAD AVE.

COUNTY

DISTRICT

PA K A CI K A P II S

CITIZEN.

EVENING

WO

D

TELKI'IIOXE

If they're Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes you
can come pretty near telling how they'll look
then;
and good tailoring keep shape
cotton-mixed
stuff doesn't.
and
all-wo-

91.

ol

We'll Show You the Right Kind

W. H. HAHN & GO.

ISrSLr

SIMON STERN
ALL THE TIME
IXOKEASIXG
13 TO

HAVE FIVE
OF
ttOimi
WILIj SEIili
THAN THEY

VIIOLFAIE.

IX VALUE STEAD-Hi30 PKK CENT.
WE

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE

HUXIUE1
DOLLAHS
SMAUi STOXF.8 WE
AT IjOWEII PRICES
CAN BE UOCGUT AI

109 North First St.

All Kinds ot Indian and Mexican Goods, ibo Cheapest
Place to bay Navajo Blankets and Mexican Dra-- n Work
Mall Order Carefully and Promptly rilled.

VAXX JEWETillY CO.
One Uoor South of Drug Stonp.

yagagaaimmir mmmssst

BdJSTS TMM T LOOK

Ml

MADE TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL ORDER
FROM THE

lx-tt-

Plumbers

321-32-

3

W. Central

Tinners

Avenue

Handsomest Fabrics on the Market

U02-U0-

fffiSL.
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hand-me-dow-

C. G. PERRY

si i i

fn

WJ ff

Lense Grinding: Done on Premises

::

rS3
115-11- 7

EVERY THING
IN THE JEWELRY LINE
riNE

THE BESTBAR NONE

WATCH RB.RAIKINQ

EVERITT
IHumonils,

DIAMOND PALACE

Railroad Avenue

Watelies, Jewelry, Cut C.Iu-m- ,
invite your iraile uiul Kuarante-

tloeks Wlverwnre.
-

A

We

BEST MADE

IIO

We Have a Very Desirable Line of

South
Second

& COMPANY

Square Deul.

Hi

COOKING

WHI
Wliolewulo

WWIIWIWHWIHtMMMI

j

'j11

LATEST LASTS

ENAMELED

SADDLERY
HARNESS

WARE

UTENSILS

At Best Possible Prices
Let Us Supply Yotif Needs for the

First Class Groceries and Meats
323 South Second Phone 797
J

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Central and Copper A ve. ,

STOVES
RANGES

L0MM0R1
THE

119 South Second

1 ft

r-

r--

10 South Second St.

COE
JEWELER

n,

Comfort In Properly Fitted
Consult us.
Glasses
. Exclusive Opticians

1

I

er-ic- i

1

MILLER

MINE AND MILL

HOME COMEORT

SUPPLIES
IMPLEMENTS

NATIONAL

The STETSON SHOE

L 5

Champion Grocery

ii

622-2- 4

M'asoiuthlo
W. Tijeras

1

VuUs and

Phone

51

V
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Cr
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E. L. Washburn Company

K.
IS

u

a
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HEATING

1 1 t t t ( .n i
i ixotick
Dr. II. XI. Williams
4

W

est.

s
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STOVES

J

m

ENAMEL

mm

and

SHEET METAL

-

mm
ru

PLUMBERS

WORKERS

ii
A.

and

SPORTING

GOODS

and

TINWARE

Dll.Ml.VI'
Has moved to rooms 24 and
Pldg. Xlost modern
liarneit
... .. ;..
....,v.
...i........... i..

KJ

IV

mmr

Co.
COOK STOVES

yv

TOES

and

WAGONS

STEEL RANGES

I i iiMvrfiw,

NEW

Fait

Harclwart

fr i 1

and

FALL STYLES

)1

They cost no more than the
and you know how much better they look.
Absolute Satisfaction in our Guarantee.

Xla-son- lc

imm

8

AMMUNITION

4
w

Subscribe (or Tim Cittern and get
ueua.

113

IIS-11-

7

SOUTH

riRST STREET

AND

401-40- 3

NORTH

FIRST STRCST

1

